
 

 

Gear, Rigging, and Practice 
Safety 

 



I. Gear 

A.Finding sellers 
1. We purchase equipment only from licensed, top-rated sellers such as Spitfire Aerial Equipment, 

Versales, and NimbleArts.  
2. When gear starts to age out, we replace it with the appropriate parts from the same supplier or 

from a new supplier if necessary.  
3. When we need to look for a new seller, we consult the “Aerial Equipment Suppliers” document 

compiled in the Safety in Aerial Arts Facebook group.  

B.Storage 
1. Due to space constraints, equipment has been stored at several locations, including Ashamu, 

Alumnae Hall, and TF Green. 
2. Equipment is stored based on supplier instructions if needed. 
3. Equipment is always stored in a locked space to prevent tampering and theft. 

C.Usage 
1. Our gear is intended for use only in practices and performances run by the Brown Aerial And 

Acrobatics. Any practice or performance in which our gear is used must be approved by our 
Technical Director or one of our two Directors. 

2. Club members who serve as teachers have access to our gear. Teachers are aware that our 
gear is to be used only for approved activities as outlined above. Any Club member who uses 
gear or permits gear to be used outside of approved practices is subject to suspension from 
practices. Club members will be suspended for two weeks for a first offense, or longer at the 
discretion of the Directors and Technical Director. Club members will be suspended 
permanently for a second offense. Suspension status is recorded on the training tracking 
document in the Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 

3. Practices and performances in which our gear is used take place in compliance with Brown 
University’s guidelines governing space usage. Usage guidelines may vary between practice 
spaces on campus, and guidelines for a single practice space are subject to change over time. 
Aerial and Acrobatics Directors keep in close contact with the Student Activities Office to ensure 
that all space usage guidelines are met. While the SAO is our primary point of contact for 
guidelines on the usage of all spaces on campus, we also communicate with and abide by the 
guidelines of: 

i. Environmental Health and Safety (all university spaces) 
ii. Alumnae Hall Advisory Board (Alumnae Hall) 
iii. Theatre Arts and Performance Studies (Ashamu Dance Studio) 

D.Gear checks 
1. The Tech Director performs gear checks on all gear at least once a semester. Active gear 

(apparatuses and the rigging equipment we use on a weekly basis) is inspected closely once a 
month, with more cursory inspections at every practice.  

2. When performing detailed gear checks, we inspect for damage (rust, wear, stretching, holes), 
and age (check against inventory document that lists purchase dates, on file in our Google 
Drive, which can be accessed via the Aerial and Acrobatics email account). 

3. As of November 2018, the Technical Director maintains a record of monthly gear inspections. 
This record is stored in the Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 

http://www.spitfireaerialequipment.com/
https://www.versales.com/
http://nimblearts.org/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/622174321133562/


E. Gear maintenance 
1. Gear is maintained as needed based on the discretion of the Tech Director. This includes 

washing the silks and hammocks, cleaning the mats and apparatuses, replacing trapeze covers, 
and so on.  

F. Replacement 
 

Equipment Replacement Schedule Exceptions 

Lyras Once every five years Sooner if there is excessive rusting or damage to the 
metal 

Trapezes Once every five years Sooner if there is excessive rusting, damage to the 
metal, or damage to the ropes making them unsafe to 
bear weight 

Silks Once every two years Sooner if there are runs or tears in the silks 

Hammock Once every two years Sooner if there are runs in the fabric  

Rope Once every five-seven years Sooner if damage to rope or sheath 

Panel Mats As needed only if we see damage to the mat (seams, cover, fold points) 

Crash Mats As needed only if we see damage to the mats (seams, cover, handles)  

Yoga Mats As needed only if we see damage to one of the mats  

Span Sets Once every five years  Sooner if visible damage and tears 

Carabiners Once every two years Immediately if carabiner is dropped more than five feet 
vertically 

Swivels Once every two years Immediately if dropped more than five feet vertically or 
there is other visible damage 

Rescue 8s Replaced when silks are replaced   

Other All other gear is replaced on an as-needed basis, when any damage is reported or seen 

 

G.Tech Director’s Responsibilities 
1. The tech director is responsible for overseeing gear and rigging for the club. Their 

responsibilities include conducting gear maintenance and inspections, maintaining records of 
gear inspections in the Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive, training club members to rig in 



Alumnae Hall and Ashamu, and updating the inventory spreadsheet. 
2. They are trained by the previous tech director, and often those who choose to become a Tech 

Director already have rigging or tech experience outside of the club. 
3. At least once per semester, the tech director receives in-person training from a circus 

professional who visits campus to train club members on rigging safety and best practices for 
teaching beginners. As of November 2018, these trainings are run by Elsie Smith of the 
American Circus Educators. 

4. The tech director also reads safety, tech, and rigging materials from our collection and from 
other sources, like the Safety in Aerial Arts Facebook group, to maintain their knowledge. 

H.Books we own on rigging and gear: 
1. Introduction To Rigging: Aerialist Essentials by Steven Santos  
2. Introduction To Rigging: Lyras and Trapeze Bars by Steven Santos 

II. Beginner Lessons and Teaching 

A.Documentation 
1. As of November 2018, the Aerial and Acrobatics Google drive includes a document titled 

“training tracking” This document lists all active club members and records the following 
information: 

a. Whether the member has attended ladder training 
b. Which, if any, trainings the member has attended with circus professionals 
c. Whether the member is currently in the process of teacher training (see below, 

subsection B) 
d. Whether the member is permitted to act as a teacher for beginner practice (see below, 

subsection B) 
e. All shows in which each member has performed Since November 2018 
f. Whether the member holds a leadership position within the club 
g. Whether the member has graduated. 

2. In order to be logged as completed in the “training tracking” document, any specialized trainings 
attended by a club member after 11/27/2018 must be corroborated by a document signed by 
that individual. Sheets to record these signatures are available in the Brown Aerial and 
Acrobatics Google Drive. 

a. The Specialized Trainings Signature Sheet is used for trainings led by an outside circus 
expert attended by experienced club members. This document records the purpose, 
date, and leader of the training. It also lists the topics covered at the training. Once 
purpose, date, name of instructor, and topics covered are listed on the sheet, each 
attendee signs the document to verify his or her participation. The instructor then signs 
the sheet at its bottom to confirm the presence of the attendees signed above. 

b. From November 2018 to February 2019, the club piloted a Beginner Lesson Signatures 
Sheet to record signatures of all attendees at beginner lessons. The sheet is recorded 
the names and signatures of attendees, names and signatures of teachers for each 
apparatus, and name and signature of the teacher presiding over the practice. The sheet 
was intended to increase documentation around training tracking to ensure that new 
members attended three beginner lessons before coming to open practices. Use of this 
sheet was discontinued in March 2019. Teachers deemed the sheet unnecessary, as 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/622174321133562/


our club has never had issues with new members attending or trying to attend open 
practices before their third beginner, and beginner lessons are kept sufficiently small that 
teachers recognize new members personally by the time they start attending open 
practices. Moreover, collecting beginners’ signatures on this sheet as well as on the 
SAO liability waiver (which remains in use at beginner lessons) contributed negatively to 
participants’ experience of their first time at Aerial and Acrobatics. Teachers deemed that 
the need for beginners to sign multiple waivers and check-in sheets led some beginners 
to feel added stress or nervousness around their first time trying aerials, a discipline 
which can be intimidating in itself. 

B.Teacher training system 
1. New teachers are trained by current teachers. Teacher Training includes learning the curriculum 

for their apparatus and going through Spotting Training. 
2. Prospective teachers shadow a teacher for at least one month to solidify their knowledge, then 

start teaching as an Assistant Teacher until the teacher they have been shadowing gives 
approval for them to teach on their own. 

3. At least once per semester, teachers receive in-person training from a circus professional who 
visits campus to train club members on rigging safety and best practices for teaching beginners. 
As of November 2018, these trainings are run by Elsie Smith of the American Circus Educators. 

C.Spotting training 
1. At the beginning of each semester, new teachers receive training about how to spot beginners 

and intermediate students from senior teachers. This involves hands-on training where senior 
teachers demonstrate on beginner teachers how to safely spot, and then have beginner 
teachers practice spotting techniques on senior teachers. 

2. Proper spotting techniques are also a major component of the in-person training with a circus 
professional, which takes place at least once per semester. 

3. Teachers periodically review spotting training, and if a teacher is unsure of how to spot a 
particular move they must call over another senior teacher to assist. 

4. More information on spotting practices appears in Section IX 

D.Curriculum 
1. Each apparatus has an established teaching curriculum for beginner lessons, and also an 

established curriculum for intermediate tricks (see sections VIII-XI). Beginners are required to 
attend three beginner lessons before being allowed to come to open practice, and new 
members are closely monitored by experienced members at open practice.  

E. Safety during beginner lessons 
1. Waivers: All beginners sign a waiver at their first lesson per Student Activities policy. Returning 

members sign a new waiver every year.  
2. Warm up, conditioning and cooldown: All beginner lessons start with a light warm-up to ensure 

all beginners can safely navigate the apparatuses. This warm-up includes light cardio, light 
muscular activation of core and arm muscles, and some stretching. We advise that beginners 
stretch their forearms and other muscles through the lesson, and check in with beginners as 
they go through the stations to make sure they feel safe. We end the lesson with conditioning to 
prepare beginners’ muscles for future aerial and stretching/cooldown.  

3. Jewelry and clothing policy 
a. No jewelry is allowed on our apparatuses, and we ask beginners to remove jewelry upon 

starting beginner lessons.  
b. Clothing with zippers is prohibited so that it does not rip our fabric apparatuses. 



4. Warning signs that all teachers know 
a. Teachers are constantly watching to ensure that their students are readily able to finish 

the lesson. Any student who is too tired, refuses to listen to instructions, ignores safety 
procedure, does not wear proper clothing, is not strong enough, or is otherwise unfit to 
continue is politely asked to leave. 

III. Open Practice Protocol 

A.Eligibility 
1. Anyone attending open practice (open) must first have attended three beginner practices. 

a. Beginner practices are kept small enough that teachers recognize returners when they 
arrive for their first open practices. 

b. As of November 2018, the number of beginner practices attended by each member is 
also recorded in our Google Drive (see above, section II.A.1.a) 

2. Beginners transitioning into open must check in with a teacher before mounting an apparatus. 
As students return to open practices, teachers continuously evaluate their progress until they 
feel that new members have built sufficient basic skills to practice beginner moves on the 
apparatus without a spotter. 

a. Open practices rarely have above 15 people in attendance, making it easy to keep track 
of who is new. 

b. Beginners transitioning into open want to seek out teachers at practices to continue 
building their skills. Even after they are cleared to mount apparatuses by themselves, 
people in their first few months frequently seek out teachers during open to help further 
develop their skills. 

B.Rigging 
1. Training structure 

a. Experienced members train new members on how to rig in Ashamu. This includes how 
to move and position the ladder, how to safely climb the ladder with an apparatus, how 
to attach the apparatus to the rig point, and how to derig at the end of practice. Details 
vary by apparatus. 

b. Sample rigging instructions (lyra): Hold the lyra on your shoulder and climb until you can 
easily reach the spanset. Rest the lyra on the top of the ladder and attach the top 
carabiner to the spanset. If the carabiner is not an autolock carabiner, make sure the 
opening is facing downward. Slowly lower the lyra to tension and make sure the 
spansets, carabiners, and swivel are all aligned properly. Climb down carefully and move 
the ladder a safe distance away.  

2. Ladder use and Ladder Training 
a. On the recommendation of aerial rigging consultant Steven Santos and Stephanie 

Santucci from Brown’s Health and Safety Office, club members attend ladder training 
each year. The Training Tracking document in the Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google 
Drive records which club members have completed ladder training. 

b. Best practices dictate that ladder rigging always be accomplished by two people. One 
person remains on the ground and holds the ladder to maximize stability while a second 
person ascends to rig the apparatus. 

3. Low to the ground 



a. Overall, open practices in Ashamu are low-intensity and low to the ground. We do not rig 
apparatuses close to the ceiling. 

C.Spotting 
1. Because open practices are only open to members who have gone to at least three beginner 

lessons, all members at open practices know to request spotting for learning new moves. While 
not all members go through the official Spotting Training that is required for teachers, 
experienced members teach new members spotting protocol in case anyone needs them to 
spot. Experienced members also know to look around and offer spotting if they see someone 
who might need it, or teach someone how to spot better if requested. 

2. Specific information on spotting practices appears in Section IX. 

D.Mats 
1. All apparatuses have a mat under them at all times, no exceptions. Members are prohibited 

from using an aerial apparatus or practicing solo or partner acrobatics without a mat. Mats are 
centered under the apparatuses with a yoga mat underneath for non-slip purposes.  

E. Warm-up 
1. Members warm up individually or in groups and must warm up before getting on an apparatus. 

We follow the general rule of thumb for warming up: take every muscle and joint through a full 
range of motion 5-6 times, include some light cardio to get blood flowing and loosen up 
muscles, and stretch particular body parts used for aerial arts like hands, wrists, forearms, back, 
hip flexors, and shoulders. See section VIII for more information. 

F. Stretching 
1. For members who want to increase flexibility, we encourage safe stretching practices. First, 

properly warm up, and focus on the part of the body that will be stretched. Focus on active 
stretching that protects joints and ligaments. Stretch gradually and don’t “push through the pain” 
or rush to force yourself into becoming more flexible. See section VIII for more information. 

G.Body check-ins 
1. We teach members to conduct body check-ins throughout practice to gauge how they’re feeling. 

This includes the following three questions: 
a. How tired am I? Am I too fatigued to keep practicing? 
b. How strong do I feel? Am I too worn out to safely hold myself in the air? 
c. How warm am I? Have my muscles cooled down? Do I need to warm up again before 

getting on the apparatus? 

H.Learning new moves 
1. Members are encouraged to learn new moves from teachers. Experienced members are 

allowed to teach moves at open practices even if they are not teachers (though most are). 
Members who are new to open practices are prohibited from teaching moves. Teachers use 
their discretion to determine if a new member is ready to learn a move, and if not, new members 
are encouraged to practice moves they already know until they are ready to move on. Signs that 
a new member is not ready to move on include: 

a. Inability to complete the basic tricks without being reminded of what to do at each step 
b. Inability to safely mount the apparatus without assistance 
c. Difficulty supporting or holding their weight in the air during the trick (this would include 

difficulties arising both from a lack of balance or a lack of grip/hanging strength) 
d. Lack of confidence in performing basic tricks (seeming nervous about falling) 
e. Unwillingness to follow teacher instructions on the apparatus 



2. Beginners transitioning into open practice have built their aerials foundation by learning the 
moves in our beginner curriculum (Sections X through XIII). Sections X through XIII also include 
flowcharts of progressions from our beginner-level moves into intermediate and advanced 
moves. The intermediate-level moves in these progressions are the next step for beginners who 
are ready to move on from the beginner skills of our curriculum for an apparatus. 

3. New members are not permitted to teach moves to one another. If we notice a new member 
teaching a move to another new member, they are given a warning, and if they continue to do 
so they lose open practice privileges.  

4. Youtube/instagram policy 
a. Members are not allowed to just try random moves from Youtube or Instagram. If 

someone wants to learn a move from youtube or instagram, members who work on the 
same apparatus can work together to figure out how to do the move and spot each other 
while trying it.  

5. Banned moves 
a. Any moves that require higher rigging than we have available are, of course, not 

possible. The Tech Director maintains a list of forbidden moves in case someone asks to 
learn them. Banned moves are listed in section VII of this document. 

6. Books 
a. We own many aerial instruction manuals for learning moves. These are preferred to 

Youtube and Instagram because they include detailed descriptions of how to enter and 
exit moves, what to watch out for, and so on. For example, we own Rebecca Leach’s 
aerial yoga books (volumes one and two) and lyra books (volumes one and two) for 
members who want to learn new hammock and lyra moves.  

I. General apparatus safety 
1. No one is EVER allowed to practice alone. There must be one person on the ground for every 

person in the air at all times.  
2. Experienced members keep an eye on new members to make sure they follow safety 

procedures. They make sure new members get spotted properly, only learn moves they are 
ready for, get on and off apparatuses safely, and condition and warm up safely. 

3. People have the knowledge they learn during beginner practices. 
a. New members are only allowed to come to open practices when they are ready, which 

means they know the protocol for learning new moves, warming up and conditioning, 
and apparatus basics (like no jewelry, correct clothing, etc.)  

b. Rescue protocol 
1. If a member gets stuck in an apparatus, we will initiate rescue protocol to get 

them down using a ladder. (See section IV.A.3) 

J. Injury and emergency protocol 
1. If injured while participating in a student group activity, report the accident to SAO and complete 

an injury report form.   An injury could include chemical exposure, bruises, cuts, etc.  All report 
forms must be filled out with as much information as possible, signed by an SAO representative 
and sent to Insurance & Purchasing Services within 48 hours.  Insurance & Purchasing Services 
phone number is (401) 863-9481 and the fax number is (401) 863-1566. Information provided in 
the report is used to improve student group safety at the University.  The information often times 
leads to solutions that help prevent similar injuries. 

2. In case of a fall or other serious injury 
a. In case of a fall or other serious injury, first aid will be administered by someone trained 

to do so, or Brown Emergency Medical Services will be called as necessary. EMS can 



be reached by calling Brown University Public Safety at 401-863-4111.  If there is any 
doubt as to the person’s condition, EMS will be called. Fall victims may expresses 
reservations about whether their condition is serious enough to call EMS or requests that 
EMS not be called for fear of making a scene. In such cases, EMS will be called 
nonetheless if there is any doubt as to the person’s condition. 

b. The Technical Director maintains a record of injuries which have occurred during 
practices. This record is available in the Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. A writeup of 
any injuries that occur during practice will be added to this document. 

c. If a fall occurs in Ashamu, TAPS department accident reporting policies will also be 
followed. The TAPS Department Student Accident Reporting Policy states that: 

“First aid kits are located in the Leeds Theater, the John Street Studio, the Stuart 
Theater shop and the Ashamu Dance Studio. If you (or another student) sustain an 
injury in a TAPS space, please immediately call 863-4111 (3-4111 from any campus 
landline telephone) to reach Brown Emergency Medical Services, and also notify the 
TAPS Department Manager of the nature and circumstances surrounding the injury in 
person or via email. A report must be filed with both the University and Department for all 
accidents.”  

3. In case of equipment failure 
a. In case of equipment failure of any kind, we will immediately retire the failed equipment 

and conduct a full diagnostic and equipment check to find out what went wrong and 
make sure it does not happen again. This involves testing our equipment against our 
records to ensure that everything is within acceptable use limits as well as inspecting our 
rigging procedures to ensure that they are up to the proper safety standards. This also 
included visual inspection of all equipment and retirement of the equipment that has 
malfunctioned.  

IV. Site-Specific Rigging Protocol 

A.Rigging in Ashamu 
1. On 12/5/2018, our external safety consultant Elsie Smith met with representatives from SAO 

and TAPS in Ashamu to identify suitable rig points for our equipment. Our club rigs apparatuses 
in Ashamu only at the points identified at that meeting. The rig points identified by the group 
comply with the recommendations of Odeh Engineers following their structural evaluation of 
Ashamu. Their report is available in the Technical Director folder of the Brown Aerial and 
Acrobatics Google Drive. Also in that folder is a diagram of Ashamu showing the rig points 
identified in the 12/5/2018 meeting. 

2. We completely remove all of our paraphernalia from the trusses in Ashamu at the end of each 
practice. This includes the spanset chokered to the truss as well as the protective equipment on 
that spanset. 

3. Starting in Spring 2019, each spanset chokered to a truss in Ashamu is protected by a kevlar 
sleeve. The sleeve and spanset are taken down at the end of each practice. 

4. Lights in Ashamu 
i. We rig apparatuses to make sure members will neither damage nor be damaged by the 

lights or grid on the Ashamu ceiling. 



ii. The rig points identified 12/5/2018 meeting between Elsie Smith and representatives 
from SAO and TAPS have been professionally assessed for risk of contacting lights. 
Rigging at the points identified in the diagram will keep aerialists clear of the lights hung 
in Ashamu. 

B.Rigging in Alumnae 
1. Students are not permitted to access the catwalk, so a pulley system that can be operated from 

the ground is in use. Apparatuses are left rigged at all times, and pulleys are used to raise the 
apparatuses above the stage when they are not in use. 

2. We follow the same rules in Alumnae as in Ashamu. Mats at all times, always at least one 
person on the ground for one person in the air, body check-ins, warm up (especially important to 
require warming up before shows when people are nervous or busy), etc.  

3. If a performer gets stuck in the air during a practice or show in Alumnae Hall, we use the 16’ 
A-frame ladder by the catwalk ladder to rescue them. In case of a fall, injury, or other 
emergency, we activate standard emergency protocol to administer first aid or call Brown 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) as necessary (See Section III.J). 

V. Improving Safety Protocol 

A.Technical director 
1. The Tech Director receives in-person training at least once per semester from an outside Circus 

expert. As of November 2018, these trainings are run by Elsie Smith of the American Circus 
Educators. 

2. The Tech Director is diligent and active about improving safety and rigging knowledge through 
reading new information or taking classes. 

3. The Tech Director is the only position on the e-board that is not a part of a general election - the 
previous Tech Director always selects and trains the next Tech Director. 

B.Safety in Aerial Arts Facebook group 
1. Most of our regular members are in the Safety in Aerial Arts Facebook group. This is an 

excellent resource for learning more about specific questions (like where to find certain 
equipment) and to learn more about rigging and safety through seeing daily conversations from 
other aerialists and riggers. It contains information on good things to do, as well as things NOT 
to do. 

C.Taking classes outside of Brown  
1. Members are encouraged to take classes at aerial gyms outside of Brown 

VI. Rigging and Gear 
○ General Rigging for Apparatuses 

■ Common ways of rigging a single point lyra: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/622174321133562/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/622174321133562/


 

○ We currently use a combination of the first and last setups shown in the diagram: we 
choker the span to the tab and then use a biner swivel biner to connect the span to the 
rig point 

○ We typically use 4’ or 6’ spans. 
■ Common ways of rigging a double point lyra: 

 

○  We currently triload the double point where we choker the spans in opposite directions 
(like picture one) and then we put both spans into a rigging plate (picture 3) 

○ We use a similar setup for our trapeze - strap to carabiners, to spreader plate, to 
carabiners, spanset, swivel, carabiner. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

○ Rigging silks: 
■ Silks onto a rescue-8, then biner swivel 

biner, onto a span set looped over the 
ceiling in Ashamu or onto a span set clipped 
to another span set in Alumnae 

■ Note: this picture shows an O ring rather 
than a rescue 8. We use rescue 8’s. 

  

B. Gear: 
● There are three types of gates 

○ Screw gates, auto-lock, triple auto-lock (triple safety) 
○  

 
Triple lock biners  
(see image right) 
 
○ Triple lock: Lift, twist, 

push (to open and 
close the biner) 

 

 



 

 
Auto lock biners 
(see image left)  
 

○ Auto lock: Twist, push - For most things they’re better, but 
you do have to check that the gate closing hasn’t caught on 
anything and didn’t close all the way, particularly in Alumnae 
where you’re dropping it 

○ These look a lot like triple locking biners, the only real 
difference is that you don’t have to pull down the lock before 
you open or close it 

 

 
Screw gate biner 
(see image right) 

 
○ Screw gate: Unscrew, push 
○ Screw gates have to be oriented so that the screw 

tightens/locks by screwing downwards after you put the 
thing in the biner 

○ The other two don’t need a specific orientation as 
long as they’re on their vertical axis (i.e. not 
facing sideways) 

○  

○ Carabiners in general cannot be used on the horizontal axis - cannot be facing sideways 
○ Cannot triaxially load biners 
○ Nothing should ever pull on the gate 

○ Biner shapes:  
○  

 

 
 
 

Oval biners 
(see image left) 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 

D-shaped biners 
(see image left) 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Modified D-shaped biners 

 
○ Gear Maintenance 

■ Spans 
● Spans show wear well 
● When you can see the white core fibers, you must retire them 

○ The core fibers may be of a color other than white. Red is sometimes used, e.g. 
● Or retire them after five years, whichever comes first 

■ Biners 
● Retired immediately if dropped more than five feet vertically 

○ Biners get micro cracks that you can’t see when they’re dropped, so it’s important 
to not let the biner get dropped a lot. 

● Wear beyond 10% means it’s time to retire 
● Anything visibly wrong with it means it’s time to retire 
● Gates not closing properly means it’s time to retire 

○ Sticky screw locks can be an indication of this 
■ Swivels 

● 10% wear applies here too, and you’re more likely to see it on swivels than on biners 
because the swivels are aluminum 

● Retire once they stop spinning smoothly 
○ In some cases this can be fixed if they don’t have enough graphite in them, but at 

this time most of ours aren’t graphite so that doesn’t apply to us 



● Anything visibly wrong with it means it should be retired 
■ Rigging plates, etc. 

● Same rules and biners and swivels. 
○ Swivels: 

 
 
 
 
 

Round swivel (pictured left is the fusion model) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Diamond swivel 

 
  

● Swivels are almost always aluminum 
○ Because most of our biners are steel, the swivels wear faster 

 
 
 
O-rings 
(see image right) 

○ We pretty much only use them to rig the hammock 
○ They can connect with biners to whatever else you 

need 

 

 



 

Rescue-8s 
(see image left) 

○ We have both aluminum and steel of these 
○ Wear beyond 10% means it’s time to retire 
○ Rough spots on a rescue-8 will tear the silk, so 

check the rescue-8 carefully 
○ All of our rescue-8s have ears (little pieces that 

stick out on the sides) 
■ Rescue-8s without ears don’t separate 

the tails as much. We use rescue-8s 
with ears because the separated tails 
make most skills easier to execute. 

 
Rigging Plates: 

○ Two styles exists: steel plate with holes in the corners (the style we have as of Winter 2019), 
and bear paw style (can have many holes but has holes and the bottom and framing on top) 

 
 
 
 
 

Regular rigging plate 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Bear Paw 
rigging plate style 

● The purpose of these is to avoid triaxial loading of biners by providing something that 
joins multiple strands from rigging into one strand 

● The black triangular one we have right now is steel 
● Most of the bear paw plates are aluminum because they were made as climbing gear 

○ Apparatuses 



○ Silks 
● We rig our silks to rescue-8s 

○ Video on how to put the silks on the rescue-8s: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7Xy-LIyoqo  

● Silks need to be washed (and yes, they can be washed!): 
○ They can be washed in a washing machine if it’s a front loading (top loading 

causes silks to tangle and catch around them, which is a problem) 
○ Cold water, delicates detergent without bleach or anything that could weaken 

fabric 
○ Air dry them (draped over something) - they need to be dried inside - adjust 

where the draping is every now and then so that they dry faster 
○ After you wash them they will be more slippery, so don’t wash them right before a 

show 
○ None of the edges of silks are hemmed, so you actually can just trim them length or 

width with a pair of fabric scissors (you do want actual fabric scissors because your cuts 
will be cleaner) 

○ Do not tie silks onto biners 
○ It’s not what biners were made for, and it’s very easy to get the silks caught in the 

gates 
○ It also puts unnecessary overloading strain on the biners, which can be 

dangerous, particularly if you’re doing a lot of high-force drops 
○ It’s also just harder to rig because there’s less space for you to get the span set 

into the biner 
○ Hammock 

● Essentially the same as silks 
■ Lyra 

● You don’t have to tape lyras. Some people like them untaped, but we have 
historically taped all of ours 

○ Instructional video on how to tape a lyra: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgPZdnn4-Dk  

● To rig, we choker span sets onto the tabs with the loop going around the tab 
○ It’s worth noting that a lot of people rig a lyra by hooking a biner to the tab 

and then putting the span through the biner 
i. We don’t do this because we have people who like to do tricks on 

the spans, and this is super uncomfortable if you have biners in 
the way  

● On the double point, the two spans are chokered in opposite directions to 
increase stability 

● We use 4 ft and 6 ft spans to do this; anything less than 4 ft is too short 
● Our lyras have a tendency to rust due to humidity. 

○ As of Spring 2019, lyras are stored in an airtight bag with desiccant 
packages to prevent rusting 

○ It is ok for there to be some surface rust on lyras. Some rust can be 
cleaned off when the lyra is untaped and retaped. 

○ Surface rust is not a problem, but once the rust starts causing pitting in 
the metal the lyra must be retired. 

○ Trapeze 
● Trapeze bars are retaped the same way lyras are 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7Xy-LIyoqo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgPZdnn4-Dk


○ In some ways it’s easier because you don’t have to work with the curve of 
the lyra 

○ The harder thing is you have to move aside or open up the elbow padding 
so you can get the end of the tape under the padding so you don’t have a 
blank section on the side 

● Rust guidelines for trapezes are the same as those for lyras 

VII. Banned Moves 

A.Kamikaze (Silks Drop) 
1. Also called death drop. Readers unfamiliar with the move can see an example at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cJ_4w4_R4g&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0InFB9DunVk
KbTOtFn3mLV07KVYbWs904WIJc7IGP7BVd1EBm-c8CfQ3o 

2. This is forbidden in Ashamu due to the lack of height. With sufficient height in Alumnae, this is 
allowed. 

B.Open drops (category of drops) 
1. Open drops are a category of drops that end in an unsecured and open position  
2. These moves cannot be taught to newcomers by current club members. Could be taught by a 

professional circus instructor if the club decides to bring one in in the future 

C.Anything above double star (Silks) 
1. Not enough height in Ashamu, and the lighting grid prevents training this move in Alumnae. 

VIII. Warmup and Cooldown 
This section sets out some brief and general guidelines for the warmup and cooldown that take place at 

beginner practice. It is intended not as an explicit set of instructions on what to do but rather as a general 
roadmap of what should be done. The emphasis is placed on the purpose of warmup and outline of warmup 
movements to be done, as warmup is the more important element of the practice in preventing injury and 
ensuring success. It should also be noted that the club owns, among several other helpful books, a copy of 
Applied Anatomy of Aerial Arts by Emily Scherb, which has a helpful discussion of warmup and cooldown 
guidelines beginning on page 125. 

As their name suggest, warmups serve to literally warm the muscles, tendons, and ligaments that will 
be loaded during physical activity. This warming is achieved by moving body parts gently through a range of 
motion through which they will soon be called to act with greater force. 

We begin with some sort of cardiovascular activity to increase the core body temperature. Jumping 
jacks, running around the room, etc. are options here. This activity lasts between 2 and 5 minutes. Afterwards, 
gentle movements are used to warm up specific areas of the body. The areas that merit the most attention 
given our beginner curriculum are as follows: 

●  Neck 
●  Shoulders 
●  Wrists 
●  Back 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cJ_4w4_R4g&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0InFB9DunVkKbTOtFn3mLV07KVYbWs904WIJc7IGP7BVd1EBm-c8CfQ3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cJ_4w4_R4g&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0InFB9DunVkKbTOtFn3mLV07KVYbWs904WIJc7IGP7BVd1EBm-c8CfQ3o


●  Hips 
●  Knees 
●  Ankles 

Cooldowns are less essential to safety and performance, but they too have historically been part of our 
beginner practices. We typically refer to part of our cooldown phase as “conditioning”. “Conditioning” consists 
of three rounds, each round consisting of two exercises. The first exercise in each round is pushups, while the 
second is an ab exercise. After being shown appropriate modifications of each exercise that are easier for 
weak people to perform, club members are invited to complete “0.5 to 10 reps” of each exercise in each round. 

The second phase of cooldown consists in static stretching with a focus on the areas bulleted above. 

 

IX. Spotting 

A.Purposes of Spotting 
 The primary purpose of spotting is to ensure the safety of the person being spotted. Nonetheless, 

spotting serves several other important functions. This section outlines the purposes of spotting, all five of 
which are kept in mind by spotters at both beginner and open practices. Details on how to spot each move in 
the beginner curriculum are available in Sections X through XIII. 

a. Safety 
The primary purpose of spotting is to ensure the safety of the person being spotted. In case of a 
fall, spotters keep an aerialist safe by supporting the aerialist as she falls, focusing primarily on 
supporting the head and neck. A spotter generally does not aim to catch the aerialist in a fall; 
the mat under the apparatus combined with the spotter’s protection of the aerialists head and 
neck will maximize safety. Conversely, an attempt to catch a falling aerialist will often increase 
the risk associated with falling. 

b. Comfort 
Spotting also helps to make an aerialist feel more safe while learning a new trick. Increasing the 
aerialist’s level of comfort is especially important in beginner practices, where a beginner who 
feels safe in a move will often thereby perform the move more safely and skillfully. This feeling 
of comfort also tends to increase beginner’s enjoyment of the lessons they attend, so effective 
spotting will make beginners more likely to return to another practice and remember their 
experience of aerials fondly. The same psychology is at play for experienced aerialists at open 
practices, where the sense of security that comes from having an experienced spotter can help 
people more effectively execute intermediate- and advanced-level moves. 

c. Success 
An effective spotter can assist aerialists to enhance their success as they learn new moves (see 
below, subsection B.a). Helping people find success in beginner practices has similar 
psychological benefits to increasing their comfort: successfully performing the moves they are 
taught will make lessons more enjoyable for beginners especially, and it will make success more 
likely in the later moves of the curriculum.  

d. Technique 
Very often, spotters also act as teachers. A spotter who is experienced in performing a move 
can give physical cues to the aerialist being spotted that help to enhance the aerialist’s 
technique and mastery of the skill being practiced. An example of such a cue would be tapping 



the aerialist’s knee with one spotting hand to remind the aerialist to straighten her knee fully. 
However, the spotter must take care that any physical cue she gives do not interfere with her 
ability to spot the move at the same time. If the spotter wants to give a physical cue that 
requires her to change position away from the body parts that need to be spotted, she would 
request another person to help spot so that the physical cue could be given without 
compromising safety. 

e. Culture 
The general willingness of club members to request spotting from other members during open 
practice is critical to maintaining a safe environment for our club. Our practice of spotting every 
beginner for every move at beginner lessons creates a culture of spotting. As a result, club 
members at every level of advancement routinely ask for spots in moves which they have not 
yet completely mastered. 

B.Types of Spotting 
This section outlines five types of spotting, characterized according to the spotter’s degree of contact 

with and force applied to the aerialist. The “heavy spot” is probably the most familiar, and it is the spotting type 
generally in mind in the descriptions of Sections X through XIII below. While much of the spotting done at 
beginner practice is heavy spotting - especially for first-timers - all five types of spotting are used in both 
beginner and open practices, as appropriate for the experience level of the person being spotted and the 
difficulty of the move being practiced. 

a. Assist 
An assist combines a heavy spot (see below) with the application of extra pressure to help the 
aerialist complete a move that she might otherwise have failed. The assist is an invaluable 
teaching tool because all skills in aerial and acrobatics are learned by doing: no matter how well 
a teacher demonstrates or explains a move, an aerialist cannot learn a new skill without 
executing it herself. When an aerialist is struggling to perform a new move based on visual and 
verbal cues alone, an assist will enable her to learn the skill. 
Assists should be used only as a teaching tool to help aerialists learn moves appropriate to their 
skill level. They should not be used to help an aerialist compensate for a lack of strength or 
ability so that she can attempt a move that is beyond her skill level. An example of an effective, 
responsible assist would be helping to lift a flier into airplane (partner acro) by applying upward 
force to her leg, reducing the force required from the base. An example of excessive, 
irresponsible assistance would be supporting someone’s weight on silks so she could achieve a 
wrap that she could not perform on her own in order to teach her a drop from that wrap. In the 
latter scenario, the aerialist’s inability to perform the basic maneuver of the wrap indicates that 
she is not ready for the more-advanced drop, so she should solidify her basic skills before 
attempting to progres. 

b. Heavy Spot 
A heavy spot is characterized by constant contact between the hands of the spotter and the 
body of the aerialist being spotted. The spotter applies a constant, significant pressure to the 
aerialist’s body. This pressure allows the spotter to quickly identify and correct a loss of balance 
on the part of the aerialist (aiding in safety and success) as well as helping to assure the 
aerialist that the spotter is present and ready to act if needed (comfort). 

c. Light Spot 
A light spot also involves constant contact and pressure between spotter and aerialist. The 
pressure applied in this type of spot is lighter, making this spot appropriate at beginner practice 
for students practicing moves in which they have become comfortable. 



It might be tempting to think that a heavy spot always does more to increase safety than a light 
spot. This is incorrect, especially where beginners are concerned. “Overspotting”, using a heavy 
spot when a light or standby spot is more appropriate, can decrease safety in multiple ways. 
Applying a large amount of pressure to support an aerialist who is already able to support 
herself will make it harder for her to find her own balance in the move. This reduces safety 
because it means that the aerialist’s ability to execute the skill has been compromised. It also 
contributes to the degradation of technique because the aerialist’s sense of her own balance in 
the move has been compromised. It degrades success because the overspotted aerialist’s loss 
of balance limits her ability to effectively perform the move. And at beginner practice especially, 
overspotting reduces comfort, as it leads the overspotted aerialist to feel that the teachers and 
spotters lack confidence in her ability to perform the move. This lack of confidence is frustrating 
for a student who is in fact ready to advance, undermining both her sense of accomplishment 
and her belief in her own abilities. 

d. Standby Spot 
In a standby spot, the spotter’s hands do not touch the aerialist; instead, the hands “hover” near 
the aerialist’s body, ready to apply pressure if needed. This type of spot is often appropriate in 
open practice, when experienced club members want to try a new move which they know is well 
within their skill level but which they have not practiced before. Standby spotting is also used in 
beginner practice, though it occurs at beginner lessons less frequently than do heavy and light 
spots. Nonetheless, its importance in beginner practices should not be discounted. Giving a light 
spot when a standby spot is more appropriate also constitutes overspotting, and it introduces 
the same problems as does using a heavy spot when a light spot is more appropriate. 

e. Spotter Ready 
In this type of spot, the spotter’s hands are not held towards the aerialist’s body. Instead, the 
spotter stands ready to step in if needed. This type of spot is used very frequently in open 
practices and very sparingly in beginner lessons. Here the emphasis is on comfort: a standby 
spot is only used when an aerialist is already fully capable of performing a move on her own. 
This type of spot is also a helpful tool to improve technique, as a teacher spotting this way has 
a better view of the whole move, making it easier to identify ways of improving technique in the 
skill. 

X. Partner Acrobatics Curriculum & Resources 
This section lists the beginner to early intermediate partner acrobatics moves taught at beginner practices by 
Brown Aerial and Acrobatics. It offers basic instructional cues to give students as well as information on 
spotting. Subsection X.J presents a graph of progressions from the moves of our beginner curriculum to the 
intermediate- and advanced-level moves most commonly practiced in our club. 

All moves in this section involve two acrobats. One acrobat is the base and the other is the flier. Where 
physical ability permits, all beginners are encouraged to try both flying and basing. Teachers evaluate each 
beginner’s physical ability throughout the practice to assess whether a change of partners might be necessary 
to allow a certain person to act as base or flier given the demands of the trick being learned. Sometimes, a 
beginner is too large to act as the flier with anyone else in the group or too weak to act as the base for anyone 
else in the group for a given move. In either of these situations, the beginner can be paired with a teacher, if a 
teacher of the appropriate strength or weight is available. 

At least one teacher acts as the spotter for each move. When two spotters may be used, the appropriate 



subsection gives instructions for two-person spotting. 

A. Airplane (Also called “Bird”) 

How to do it 
Begin with “ski jumps”: 

1. Base lies down on the mat with legs in the air and arms at her sides, reaching downmat toward the 
approaching flier. 

2. Flier approaches the base from downmat and stands with feet together so that the base’s fingers just 
touch the flier’s toes 

3. Flier places the arches of the base’s feet over the flier’s hip bones 
4. Flier straightens and tightens body, then tips forward allowing the base to take the flier’s weight 
5. Base uses legs to slowly lower the flier and then gently press the flier back to standing 

a. Perform three ski jumps before continuing to airplane: 
i. Airplane begins the same way as ski jump. The relevant bullet point are repeated for 

completeness: 
ii. Base lies down on the mat with legs in the air and arms at his or her sides, reaching 

downmat toward the approaching flier. 
iii. Flier approaches the base from downmat and stands with feet together so that the 

base’s fingers just touch the flier’s toes 
iv. Flier places the arches of the base’s feet over the flier’s hip bones 
v. Flier straightens and tightens body, then tips forward allowing the base to take the flier’s 

weight 
vi. As the flier descends, flier and base extend arms towards each other (but the flier does 

NOT bend forward to reach the base). Both have “mitten hands” 
A. Fingers together 
B. Palms open 
C. Thumbs pointed at 90 degrees away from the fingers 

vii. Base has “outward mitten hands”, with the fingers pointing directly away from each other 
viii. Flier has “parallel mitten hands”, with thumbs pointing directly towards each other 
ix. Hands will meet as the flier descends 
x. Once hands meet, flier and base clasp each others’ hands 
xi. Base uses legs to press the flier up into airplane. Base’s legs should straighten 

completely, and feel should be stacked directly over the hips. 
xii. Flier keeps a tight body once up 
xiii. If the pair feels comfortable, flier and base can release hands to balance only on feet. 

Make sure to get verbal confirmation from both acrobats that they are ready to try this, 
and only ask if they look stable in the move. 

b. To get down, base and flier regrab hands (if they have been released), and flier maintains a 
tight body while base bends knees to lower flier to the floor. Hands release, and base gently 
presses flier back to standing 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting for this move focuses on supporting or being ready to support the flier’s weight. 
2. Spotter stands to the side of the acrobats. 



3. Place one hand on the flier’s shoulder throughout the entire move 
4. As the flier gets pressed upwards, place other hand on his or her thigh 
5. Two spotters can be used: the second spotter stands on the opposite site of the pair and uses the 

same hand position. Acting as a second spotter is a good opportunity for teachers in training to build 
spotting experience before they are ready to take on the responsibility of acting as the sole spotter. 
However, there are two potential pitfalls to keep in mind when two people are spotting: 

a. Spotters must coordinate the forces they apply to the flier. If they give a disproportionate 
amount of assistance during the move, they will push the flier out of balance, which is extremely 
annoying for the people trying to do the move. If dual spotting is being used as a means of 
helping a new teacher build experience, the new teacher should try to match the force of the 
experienced spotter. This provides an added learning opportunity, as it will help the new teacher 
develop a feel for how much assistance is required during the move 

b. Airplane is generally the first move learned by beginners, and some new aerialists are 
apprehensive both about the physical contact entailed by acrobatics and the element of trust 
required to balance in the air on someone’s feet. Having a spotter standing very close to you on 
either side, and having a second set of hands placed on your body, can compound this anxiety. 
Consider how your physical appearance and stature might affect this anxiety. Example: If you 
are a 180 pound male, do not dual spot with another 180 pound male for a small flier who 
seems apprehensive about being touched and surrounded by people. You do not need the 
added strength to support the flier’s weight, so the second spotter’s presence is likely to make 
the trick harder for the beginners rather than safer. 

Tips and cues 
1. Some beginners may have difficulty finding their hip bones to place the bases feet. Having everyone 

touch their hip bones after demonstrating the move and before they get started is often helpful 
2. “Tight gut tight butt!”  Cue to get core and glutes engaged, increasing stability and beautifulness. For 

teachers who prefer to avoid saying “butt” around people they just met, the separate cues “squeeze 
your core” and “squeeze your glutes” can be used. 

3. Fliers will often lean forward to grab the base’s hands. This is a major nono in that it makes the move 
harder and weird-looking. Remind the spotter to stay upright as they go into the move and wait to grab 
hands until they meet as the flier is lowered with no need to reach. 

4. If the base is too weak to press the flier upwards, the spotter can give an assist by lifting the flier. 

B. Back-to-back X 

How to do it 
1. Base and flier stand back to back. 
2. Base sinks her butt under the flier’s butt. 
3. Base and flier reach arms backwards to interlock.  
4. The flier’s arms should go over the base’s. 
5. On the base’s call, the following happen simultaneously: 

a. The base bends forward to lift the flier 
b. The flier gently tucks his knees to his chest (tucking will decrease the flier’s moment of inertia, 

making it easier for the base to lift the flier). 
6. The base should achieve a 90 degree position in the hips. Maintaining a flat back will give the flier a 

good platform to lie on and will also keep the base’s spine in the correct anatomical position. 



7. Once the pair feels stable, the flier can extend his knees. His legs and his base’s legs will form an X. 
8. If the pair feels very stable, they can release their arms. 
9. To come down, the base stands up, bringing the flier back to standing. 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting in this move focuses on preventing the pair from falling over forward or backward. 
2. The spotter stands to the side of the pair. As they go up, the spotter uses one hand under the flier’s 

thigh and one hand on the base’s shoulder. 
3. From this position, the spotter can prevent forward and backward motion of the pair. 
4. If an assist is needed, the spotter can apply upward pressure to the flier’s leg to aid in the lift. 

Tips and cues 
1. Communication is valuable. Make sure that the flier and base know what call the base will use to initiate 

the movement, and make sure that they use it. Some pairs may prefer to have the flier give the call, 
which is just fine. 

2. This move benefits from being entered slowly and with control. A herky-jerky entry will often result in 
the base stumbling forward or backward with the flier in the up position. The spotter should encourage 
slow, controlled movement, and he must be ready to help arrest this stumbling if it develops. 

3. “Scoop your butt under the flier’s butt” sounds weird but is often an effective cue for a base who is 
struggling to understand how to leverage the starting position to complete the lift. 

C. Cathedral 

How to do it 
1. Base lies down with knees up and feet on the floor. Knees should be pressed together to create a 

strong, stable platform. 
2. Flier stands straddling the base’s hips 
3. Flier bends down and reaches between his legs to grab his base’s legs, slightly towards the knee from 

mid-thigh. The flier will hold on to the base’s legs throughout the move. If the base is wearing leggings 
or long pants, the flier should grab higher on her legs in anticipation of some slight slippage. 

4. Base places cupped hands (thumb touching the index finger) on the flier’s upper back. The Base’s 
arms need not be stacked directly over her shoulders, as her and her flier’s arms will together make a 
triangle that supports the flier’s weight 

5. Flier steps one foot up at a time to the tops of the base’s knees. 
6. Flier straightens knees while maintaining foot and hand positions 
7. Flier presses or gently jumps into a straddle pike position, his weight now supported between his and 

his base’s arms. 
8. To come down, flier brings his feet directly to the floor. 
9. Base keeps hands in position until flier has stood up; some of the flier’s weight will continue to be 

supported in the base’s hands even right after the flier’s feet have landed on the floor 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting for this move focuses on supporting or being ready to support the flier’s weight. Effective 

spotting in the method described here may require some degree of strength on the part of the spotter. 
2. Spotter stands behind the base’s head, facing the pair. 



3. As the flier mounts, spotter places hands under the flier’s upper legs/hips 
4. Spotter can reduce weight on the base by lifting up on the legs near the hips. If the base drops the flier, 

the spotter can catch the flier’s full weight in this position 
5. The spotter can assist the jump or press into cathedral by lifting up on the fliers legs near the hips 
6. Coming down: once the flier’s feet are on the floor, the spotter should transition hands to under the 

flier’s shoulders to ensure that the flier does not fall forward. Falling forward will result if the base 
withdraws her hands before the flier has regained balance. 

Tips and cues 
1. This move can be hard on the base’s risk, especially if the base is weak. Remind your group to rewarm 

up their wrists if necessary (remind them of some motion patterns from warmup they could use for this) 
and check in with them as to how they are feeling through the move 

2. The base’s thumb must be with her fingers; “mitten hands” will choke the flier. 
3. Many bases like to place their feet at about hip width, angling the shins inward to make the knees 

touch. This setup allows the base to press the knees together more firmly to create a stable platform 
4. For a long-haired flier, a hair tie can go a long way in keeping your precious locks out of your base’s 

mouth 
5. Remind the flier to bring feet directly to the floor when coming down: trying to bring feet back to the 

knees or bringing them down together can result in discomfort for the person you will land on. 
6. Fliers will often place their feet on the tops of the bases quads rather than straight on top of the knees. 

This will lead to slipping or falling as the flier tries to press up. This mistake may result from the relative 
anthropometry of the flier and base, and some changes to the starting position (i.e. where the flier is 
standing, how high up the base’s legs he grabs) may be needed to fix the problem 

7. Fliers tend to have trouble getting into the straddle pike when upside down. Often they will straddle but 
generally they will not pike. “Feet toward the floor”, “90 degrees in the hips”, and “Sit! Sit! Sit! Sit! Sit!” 
can all be helpful cues to get the flier in the right position, but often the experience of being 
upside-down can make even these cues ineffective.  A visual demonstration is usually the best way to 
prepare fliers for what they will need to do upside-down: if a teacher is capable, go into a headstand 
and demonstrate the proper position, then the improper position, then the proper position again. 

D. Folded Leaf 

How to do it 
1. Move begins from Airplane with hands being held. See section 1 above. 
2. Moving slowly and simultaneously, (1) the base turns the feet outward so that only the heels 

remain on the flier’s body, and (2) the flier opens the legs into a straddle and bends into a pike 
(this position will be familiar from section 3 above). 

3. While this move is accomplished, the hands can support some of the flier’s weight and keep the 
motion under control. 

4. Once the end position is achieved, hands can release if flier and base feel comfortable 
5. Dismounting will ideally start with a rejoining of hands and a return to the airplane position via a 

reversal of the above-described process. Then a normal dismount from airplane proceeds. 
6. In practice, pairs will generally dismount with the base just bending the knees from the folded 

leaf position to set the flier’s feet on the ground. Aside from being a visual disaster, this practice 
is generally just fine. 



Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting begins with normal practice for airplane. 
2. The spotter’s hand position from airplane can more or less be maintained throughout the move, 

subject to the following suggestions: 
3. Moving the hand slightly up the leg toward the hip can help to increase control and is usually 

more effective given the relevant moments of inertia 
4. If the base has trouble keeping the flier’s weight stacked over the base’s hips, moving both 

hands to the spotter’s hips to move the spotter’s weight into position may become necessary. 

Tips and cues 
1. Relevant tips from Partner Acro section 1 Airplane (“Bird”) apply here. 
2. If moves are taught in a different order from which they are presented in this section, fliers may 

have difficulty finding the straddle pike position. Refer to the Tips and Cues from section 3 on 
this issue. 

E. Backflying 

How to do it 
1. The setup position is the same as in airplane, but the flier faces away from the base. 
2. The base places the arches of the feet on the top of the flier’s butt, so that the balls of the feet 

and toes rest on the bottom of the flier’s lower back. 
3. To increase stability and comfort, the flier can hold onto the base’s ankles. Doing so is 

recommended for people trying this move for the first time. 
4. As in airplane, the base lowers the flier slowly and then presses the flier’s body directly up. 
5. Unlike in airplane, the flier can relax his body and allow it to rest suspended on the base’s feet 
6. If the pair feels comfortable, the flier can release his grip on the base’s ankles. 
7. To come down, the base bends the knees to set the flier on the floor. 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting in this move is similar to spotting in airplane. 
2. Place one hand on the flier’s shoulder and one under the flier’s leg. 
3. The spotter can give an assist to help lift the flier if needed. 

Tips and cues 
1. To give your group a sense of what the move will look like, you may describe it as “like airplane but 

backwards”. If you draw an analogy to airplane, be sure to stress the important difference that, in 
airplane, the flier maintains a straight body while, here the flier should allow his body to bend 
backwards. 



F. Standing on Thighs 

How to do it 
1. Flier and base stand facing each other, about a foot apart. 
2. Base takes a wide stance and a half-squat position (where a full-squat would consist in thighs parallel 

to the floor, hips below the knees). 
3. Flier and base take a forearm grip, with the flier’s arms on top of the base’s 
4. Flier steps a foot onto the base’s thigh. The foot should be turned outward (“pigeoned”) with the arch of 

the foot over the base’s femur and the flier’s toes making a 20 or 30 degree angle with the base’s 
femur. 

5. On the base’s call, the following happen simultaneously: 
6. The base’s arms push upward on the flier’s arms 
7. The flier’s arms push downward on the base’s arms 
8. The flier steps UP into a standing position on the base’s thighs: the flier’s hips ending right in front of 

the base’s face. 
9. The pair now “counterbalances”: the flier and base slowly allow their arms to straighten, both leaning 

back to keep the pair’s center of mass over the middle of the base’s feet. 
10. To dismount, the flier steps one foot to the floor from the base’s femur. Jumping both feet at once 

should be avoided, as it will throw off the base’s balance. 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting in this move focuses on being ready to respond to a shift in balance that topples the pair with 

one of the acrobats falling backwards (A downward fall on the part of the flier is unlikely, and it is also 
not particularly problematic since the flier will land on his feet). 

2. This move may require two spotters, one on each side of the pair. If a single spotter is tall enough, he 
can stand next to the pair and extend one hand behind each partner’s back.  

3. The role of the spotters is to apply gentle pressure to correct any forward or backward tipping 
4. Spotters may also need to ease the fall of a flier who steps back rather than up as he enters the move. 

Tips and cues 
1. This move requires some amount of strength on the part of the base and some amount of finesse on 

the part of the flier. It is likely that not everyone in the group will get it on their first couple of tries. 
Teachers are discouraged from giving an assist to help struggling students get into these moves, as 
they may get themselves into trouble if they enter the move via an assist before their skill level, 
strength, or coordination really permits them to. Instead, pairing a beginner with a teacher will allow 
beginners to try the move with a partner who can help keep them safe and accurately assess their 
ability to carry out the trick. 

2. A weak base in a poor starting position will collapse under the flier’s weight. It is especially important 
that the base avoid taking a very wide stance with her feet while allowing her knees to bow inward: in 
this position, the flier’s weight will not be effectively transferred through the base’s legs to the floor but 
will instead cause the knees to collapse inward. 

3. Fliers very often shoot their hips backward (away from the base) instead of stepping up into the correct 
position. An analogy to going up the stairs can be helpful here: if a staircase is nearby, a helpful demo 
might be for the teacher to step up onto a step but shoot the hips back. The demonstrator will fall 



backward, and he should note that this is what you should not do. 

G. Throne 

How to do it 
1. Base and flier start in lying and standing positions as in airplane. 
2. Instead of standing with feet together, flier takes a wide stance with toes pointed out so as to externally 

rotate the legs. 
3. Base places balls of the feet just below the flier’s quad on the inside of the leg, next to the knee. 
4. Base and flier join hands (“mitten hands” grip as in airplane) with flier’s feet still on the floor and base’s 

feet still on the flier’s legs. The pair is now in the starting position. 
5. On the base’s call, the flier gives a slight forward jump to move his hips over the base’s hips. The flier’s 

body is now held up by the base’s hands and feet. 
6. The base presses legs straight to allow the flier some room to wrap the legs as follows: 
7. Keeping the base’s feet in place on the flier’s thighs, the flier rotates his lower legs to wrap outside the 

base’s legs on each side. I.e., the flier’s right foot rotates counterclockwise, and the flier’s left foot 
rotates clockwise. The ankles of both feet come to press againsts the back of the base’s calves. The 
flier then flexes the feet, which will hold the flier in place on the base’s legs. “The wrap” has now been 
achieved. 

8. Having achieved the wrap, hands can be released. The flier should sit chest up and butt back as he 
gently pushes himself up and off from the base’s hands. 

9. The base must straighten knees and hold the flier’s weight directly over the base’s hips 
10. To dismount, the flier and base must regrab hands before unwrapping. Unwrapping first will leave the 

flier balancing precariously on the base’s feet very high in the air. No bueno. 
11. Once the hand position is secured, the flier can unwrap his legs. 
12. With the legs unwrapped, the base can bend the knees to lower the flier to the floor. 

Spotting protocol 
1. Spotting in this move focuses on helping to take some of the flier’s weight off of the base if needed and 

being ready to help if a quick dismount is required. 
2. As the flier jumps up, spot with a hand on the shoulder to help the flier land on his feet if dropped before 

achieving the wrap. 
3. The hand on the flier’s shoulder can be used to assist by helping to gently support the flier’s torso as he 

attempts to wrap his legs and move into the sitting position once wrapped. 
4. Once the flier is up, keep one hand on each side of the flier’s body to prevent movement of the flier’s 

center of mass away from over the base’s hips 
5. If the flier becomes too heavy for the base, pressure can be alleviated by moving the hands to lift up on 

the flier’s hips. This assistance pressure can be held while the flier and base regrab hands to initiate the 
dismount. 

6. A common fall from this move is for the flier to drift backward and ultimately fall due to lack of control or 
strength on the part of the base. A fall to the floor can be safely accomplished without releasing the 
wrap: the spotter moves both hands behind the flier and gently lowers the flier to the floor. 

Tips and cues 
1. This move requires some amount of strength on the part of the base and some amount of finesse on 

the part of the flier. It is likely that not everyone in the group will get it on their first couple of tries. 



Teachers are discouraged from giving an assist to help struggling students get into these moves, as 
they may get themselves into trouble if they enter the move via an assist before their skill level, 
strength, or coordination really permits them to. Instead, pairing a beginner with a teacher will allow 
beginners to try the move with a partner who can help keep them safe and accurately assess their 
ability to carry out the trick. 

2. The wrap is a difficult position to find, especially while suspended in the quite awkward position from 
which this move begins. It is good practice to give the flier a chance to practice the wrap while standing 
before attempting the move. With the flier standing straight up, have the base place just one foot in the 
appropriate position on one of the flier’s legs. The flier then holds onto the spotter for support while the 
flier lifts the chosen leg and demonstrates entering the wrap on that leg. 

3. The flier’s feet must remain flexed. My personal favorite cue here is “flex your feet flex your feet flex 
your feet flex your feet flex your feet ”. Be sure that you have explained what a flexed foot looks like and 
had everyone try it before going up. At this point in the curriculum, flexing the foot should be familiar 
from time on the other apparatuses. 

H. Flag 
How to do it 

1. The move begins from standing on thighs  see section 6. 
2. This move should only be initiated from the completed standing on thighs position if both partners feel 

comfortable and the teacher agrees that the pair is ready to try flag. 
3. The flier selects a leg to move. This description will assume that the flier’s left leg has been chosen. 
4. The base pushes up and in (towards the flier’s body) on the flier’s left arm (The base will be pushing 

up/in with her left arm, as the flier and base are facing one another). 
5. The flier shifts his weight to the right leg, unweighting the left. 
6. The flier lifts the left leg and places the left foot behind the base’s neck. The ankle should rest against 

the outside of the neck with the foot flexed firmly to secure it to the neck. The base tilts the head toward 
the foot to help increase friction. 

7. If the pair feels stable, the base can transfer the left hand to the flier’s right calf. The hand should grab 
on the top of the calf muscle and pull firmly down toward the foot. 

8. If the pair feels stable, the base can transfer the right hand to the flier’s quad, on the inside of the leg 
just above the knee. 

9. To descend, the pair regrabs arms one at a time starting with the base’s right and flier’s left arm. 
10. The flier steps the foot behind the base’s head directly down to the floor. Stepping this foot directly 

down to the floor is the safest possible dismount  no other dismount protocol should be used 

Spotting protocol 
1. Most of the spotting protocol used for flag will overlap with section six. 
2. However, the loss of hand grip and increased backward lean in flag mean that both partners  the flier 

especially  are at risk of quickly falling down and backward should grip fail. Spotter(s) therefore must 
respond more quickly to correct balance and help to hold some of the flier’s weight if failure seems 
imminent. 

Tips and cues 
1. Relevant tips from section 6 apply, especially regarding the importance of sufficient strength and skill in 

the pairs. Teachers should evaluate whether the skill level of participants is sufficient to attempt this 
move together. Here again, pairing a beginner with a teacher will allow beginners to try the move with a 



partner who can help keep them safe and accurately assess their ability to carry out the trick. 
Alternatively for beginners not ready for this move, lesson time can instead be used by beginners to 
review moves from earlier in the curriculum, which will help them build the strength and skill that they 
will need for this move. 

2. The flier’s foot placed behind the base’s neck must remain flexed. My personal favorite cue here is “flex 
your foot flex your foot flex your foot flex your foot flex your foot”. Be sure that you have explained what 
a flexed foot looks like and had everyone try it before going up. At this point in the curriculum, flexing 
the foot should be familiar from time on the other apparatuses and from throne. 

I. Assisted Cartwheel 
How to do it 

1. The cartwheel can be done to the right or to the left. Teachers should ask the group members to think 
about which side would feel most natural to cartwheel on and have each pair go to the side that suits 
the flier’s preference. This guide will describe a process for a pair whose flier chooses to cartwheel to 
the left. 

2. Flier and base shake hands with their right hands. “Nice to meet you.” 
3. Holding the handshake grip on the right hand, flier and base grip left hands for a handshake as well. 

Left hands go above right hands. 
4. The base brings the left hands over the flier’s head as the flier rotates clockwise 180 degrees to stand 

directly in front of the base. 
5. The base’s arms are now wrapped around the flier in a sort of sideways hug 
6. On the base’s call, the base lifts upward and initiates rotation to the left via the arms. At the same time, 

the flier jumps up and rotates himself into a cartwheel. 
7. The base helps the flier through the cartwheel, taking care that the flier is set on the ground gently 

before hands are released 

Spotting protocol 
1. The spotter stands in front of the pair, ready to step in if help is needed. 

Tips and cues 
1. Groups will sometimes get stuck with the flier in the upside-down position. To get through this sticking 

point, pairs need to coordinate well: make sure that the flier and base are both initiating the movement 
exactly on the base’s call. 

    J. Acro Graph 
The graph in this section shows progressions from the beginner-level moves we teach at beginner practices to 
the advanced-level moves commonly practiced within our club. The graph functions as a recommended path 
through our curriculum for beginners transitioning into open practice as well as a set of prerequisites for more 
difficult moves. If a new club member asks to learn a more challenging move, teachers should first assess their 
mastery of the moves listed as prerequisites here. Once the prerequisite moves are mastered, the more 
challenging move can be taught. A copy of this graph is also available in the Teacher Resources folder of the 
Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 



 

XI. Lyra 
This section lists the beginner to early intermediate lyra moves taught at beginner practices by Brown Aerial 
and Acrobatics. It offers basic instructional cues to give students as well as information on spotting. Subsection 
XI.3 presents a graph of progressions from the moves of our beginner curriculum to the intermediate- and 
advanced-level moves most commonly practiced in our club. 

Standard Curriculum 
1.1 Dancer Mount  make sure their hands are oriented correctly with enough space for the knees. Spot 
the backs of their legs if they need help. 

1.12 Man in the moon  

1.2 Secretary 

1.21 Lying in the tree 

1.3 Splits away 

2.1 Straddle mount 



2.2 Mermaid 

2.3 Gazelle 

3.1 Backbend on top bar 

3.2 back balance straddle 

3.3 birdcage 

1.1 Dance mount 
1. Start facing lyra 
2. Spread arms to side to grab far apart “giving it a hug”. This puts the wrists in the proper position 

(thumbs wrapped around and facing the aerialist). 
3. Slide wrists down to bottom of lyra to shoulder width apart 
4. Sink down to ground in full squat, still grabbing lyra 
5. Lift one leg off the ground and set it between the wrists on the lyra 
6. Release other leg from ground and set it next to first foot on lyra. The weight will now be completely in 

the wrists/arms 
7. Slide the back of calves down the lyra so that the back of the knees are now in between the wrists on 

the bottom bar 
8. OPTION: from here, one can maintain bend knees and engaged lower abs to let go sith hands for a 

knee hang 
9. From knee hang position with hands grabbing lyra next to knees, do small ab presses up (kips). At the 

height of each kip, both arms move up to grab the lyra higher up 
10. Once the chest hits the thighs and arms are at between 9 and 3 and 10 and 2 on the lyra, straighten 

one leg. 
11. As you push the straightened leg down towards the ground, pull in with the arms into a forward sitting 

position on the lyra  

1.12 Man in the moon 
1. From the sitting forward position (still balanced by arms with all weight in back of thighs/butt), angle 

hips to the side. The lyra should run right up your butt and you should be facing the side bar. 
2. Slide your hands up to 11 and 1 
3. With the top leg, lift the knee off the bar to position the foot at 8 
4. Bring the arm on the same side as the lifted leg down below the low back 
5. Pushing into the foot on the bar, wiggle and adjust so that the lyra runs up the entire spine as you lean 

back and simultaneously bring the other leg up to 9/10 
6. Pushing into the lyra with both feet and hooking the neck around to either side of the lyra, one can 

remove the hands and balance 

Spotting/teaching 
1. Dance mount requires moderate grip strength and hamstring flexibility. 
2. When bringing the first leg up, several chances are given before supporting the low back in a 

contraction while helping the first foot reach the bottom bar. 
3. When crunching/kipping up, always have an arms across the top of the shins to make sure grip and 

pointed feet keep them in place 
4. For man in the moon, it’s often helpful to lightly tap whichever leg will be coming up first, so that they 



don’t get confused 
5. When in the laid back position of man in the moon, spotting under their back on either side of the bar 

prevents any potential falling on the sides 

Tips 
1. Reminders to keep toes pointed to ensure lower leg engagement 
2. Reminder of inside grip with thumbs outside 
3. Reassurance in man in the moon that they are allowed to make any adjustments necessary to feel 

more balanced and comfortable. Often this involved shifting the hips in the reclined position so that the 
spine lines up more exactly with the bar 

4. Reminders of the importance of pushing into feet and back when in man in the moon 

1.2 Man in the moon to secretary to lying in a tree 
1. Note: this move can be performed on either side of the body. The move is here described so as to end 

with right leg on top. To perform this to the left, simply switch all steps of the side over. 
2. Prep: From man in the moon with right leg at eye level and left leg below, make sure hands are secured 

firmly on the lyra: right hand above the forehead and left below lower back 
3. Secure head to the left, ear pressing into left shoulder and back of head into the lyra bar. 
4. Slip the left shin to the right through the hole created by the lyra and back of right leg. 
5. Put the right shin overtop the left leg on the left side. Both feet will be off the lyra, the back of the left 

knee will have contact with the lyra, and the back of the right knee will be completely in contact with the 
top of the left knee. Nothing above the hips changed position from man in the moon. This is secretary 
position. From here, gripping with side of head, hands may again be released. 

1.21 To transition from secretary to lion in a tree 
1. Again make sure hands are secured firmly on the lyra: right hand above the forehead and left below 

lower back. 
2. Making sure the head is tilted back to the left side, activate the right arm and hand (now gripping the 

top of the lyra) to have a small lift of the upper body. 
3. With this right arm activated and anchoring you in place, while keeping the left shoulder through the lyra 

and holding the bottom of the bar, shift the hips off the lyra to the right. When this happens, the back of 
the right knee will catch the lyra, the left leg and hip will reach to the floor but maintain 
non-weight-bearing contact with the lyra. The body will have shifted so that the chest is open to now 
face through the lyra, not to the bar as it was before. The weight will be distributed between the back of 
the right knee and the tension from the back of the left shoulder and side back pressing into the bar. 

4. To release this position, hands will reach and grip onto the top of the lyra, the main body will come to 
the center suspended by the hands, and the left leg can be lifted through to come to a seated position. 

Teaching/spotting 
1. Students tend to get disoriented, so tap or touch the top leg that will be hooking around the lyr 
2. Students don’t know which side to shift their hips off, so spot and guide the hips off, as this transition to 

weightbearing in the knee and shoulder is not as natural as the seated positions explored before 
3. Make sure that their left shoulder, chest, head and right leg below the knee remain on the now front of 

the bar while their hips and left leg are behind the bar. 



Tips 
1. Remind the students that the knee will “catch” the lyra 
2. Remind the students to relax their hips, otherwise the move will be uncomfortable and bruising 
3. Stand to the front of the lyra, so students have you as an orientation point for where their chest and 

head should be 

1.3 Splits away 
1. Note: Again, this document teaches the right side, but this move can be performed mirrored on the left 
2. From a seated forward facing position in the lyra bring both hands up to grip the top bar, palms facing 

away and thumbs wrapped around the front 
3. Scooch back so that the bottom bar rests behind the back of the knees. The hips will hang off the back 

of the lyra and the shoulders will be engaged, pressing down and away from the ears. 
4. Slightly shifting the weight to the outside of the lower left thigh, lift the right hip so that the right foot can 

land on the lower bar of the lyr 
5. Pushing into the right foot, gripping into the top bar, and pushing the shoulders down, lift the left leg 

completely off the bar to extend behind you. As this happens, straighten the right leg completely. This 
will land in a splits position with the entire body completely behind the lyr 

6. To come out, take the back extended left leg through the hoop. Once it’s through, release the right foot 
forward and return to the seated position. 

Spotting 
1. This is a relatively low risk move as the only danger is that the front leg will slip off and fall behind the                       

bar. As such, hover an arm or hand between the student’s body and the lyra so that it will not hit them                      
in case of a slip. 

Tips 
1. The positioning of the foot on the bar is entirely comfort based. The options are to have the bar rest in 

the arch of the foot, on the ball of the foot, or behind the curve of the toes. 
2. Shoulders should remain engaged and pulled down and away from the ears. This guarantees 

engagement and proper posture. 
3. Reminding the students to activate the left or back glute will help lift the leg higher and create better 

lines. 
4. Remind the student not to lock the front right knee 
5. Students often feel as if they need a beautifully flexible split for this move. It’s nice to remind them that 

that’s not true and that the move is beautiful even without particular hamstring flexibility 

2.1 Straddle mount 
1. Use opposite grip to hold the lyra with the bar going over your shoulder. Hands have opposite 

directions, gripping the bar, while standing on the ground. Which hand is in front and which is in back is 
arbitrary, same with which shoulder the lyra goes over. Arms should have activated shoulders and 
should be at a 90 degree angle 

2. With a little hop, all of the weight is transferred into arms as they straighten and the hips invert. This will 
land in an upside down straddle position, supported by straightened arms gripping the bar between the 
outstretched legs. Ankles should be completely split apart and over the head. Abdominals should be 
contracted to make the torso curve. If all abs are activated, the torso will be straight and unable to 



properly balance inverted weight. 
3. In this upside down straddle position, rotate the lyra with your hands so that the leg straddle is parallel 

to the bar, no longer perpendicular. This step is often quite intuitive and involved very little strength. 
4. Bend the knees over the front of the bar, keeping the hands on the bar between the knees. 
5. From here, one can release the hands to come to a knee hang. 
6. Place the hands on the bar outside the knees, and follow the steps outlined in dance mount 1.1 in order 

to come to seated position in the lyra 

Teaching/spotting 
1. As this move requires the use of a bit of momentum and speed, often the teacher will demonstrate 23 

times so students can visualize the positions they need to hit 
2. Stand directly behind them and a step away. It can be helpful to hold the lyra in place in this position. 

By standing directly behind, the spotter won’t actually get kicked as they would standing in front or to 
the side. 

3. If they need it, hips can be spotted, but this involves taking the momentum out of the move for the 
spotter’s safety. Often, this isn’t done, but if it is, the spotter can fully lift the student’s hips to the proper 
position in order to show alignment. 

4. Once in a knee hang, the spotter follows the same steps as outlined in dance mount 1.1 

Tips 
1. It’s helpful to tell the students to visualize an inversion as hips/groin going to hands. This way they 

activate their core instead of trying to kick their ankles over as the source of momentum 
2. The small swivel of the bar is often very intuitive, but students will get confused thinking about it. Make 

sure they swivel the bar so that their arms uncross, not cross further. 
3. Students want to swing their hips, but not swing the lyra’s position as this will only make it harder to 

invert. Make sure that their hands are directly under the balance point of the lyr 

2.2 Mermaid 
1. Note: This Document teaches the right side, but this move can be performed mirrored on the left 
2. From a seated position facing forward in the lyra. Grip the top bar with the right hand at 1 o’clock and 

the left at 11. 
3. Scooch back so that the lyra rests under the back of both bent knees 
4. Straighten the legs 
5. Gripping the top bar with the right hand at 1 o’clock, release the left hand 
6. Keeping both legs together, activate your obliques to gently roll over the outside of the left thigh. 
7. Keep rolling until the tops of BOTH things rest on top of the bottom bar. 
8. The left hand can reach forward to continue the energy flowing through both straightened legs, the 

slight bend, and the activated right shoulder and grip. 
9. To return, simply roll back over the left thigh to land in the seated position. 

Teaching/spotting 
1. Stand behind the student and spot their hips. As they roll over there’s a “moment of truth” where they 

have to trust that the top of their right thigh will land on the lyra. This is the moment when guiding the 
hips in their half roll over is most helpful. Additionally, after they turn, you will be in position to catch 
their torso if their grip strength fails.  



Tips 
1. Remind them to at all times during this move keep their legs straight and together 
2. Their shoulder and arms positioning will change but their grip will not. Do not let them adjust or let go 

with their right grip hand 

2.3 Gazelle 
1. Note: This documents teaches the right side, but this move can be performed mirrored on the left 
2. From seated position in the lyra, rotate to sit in side straddle, facing to the left, as was done in man 

preparing for man in the moon. The lyra will run right up between your butt cheeks. 
3. Orientation note: Looking at the side of the lyra as the center of your eyeline, your torso will be going to 

the left while your legs will stay on the right side. 
4. Lean your torso back and to the left while using your hands to assist. Soon, arms can wrap around the 

outside of the lyra to help the torso lean back. This will land in a somewhat lying down position, with the 
torso and hips parallel to the floor. 

5. Maintaining a steady grip from the outside of the lyra, straighten the left leg. The Lyra should touch the 
outside of the left thigh and stabilize the hips. 

6. Holding the lyra with the left hand, bend the right leg in towards your chest, staying on the right side of 
the lyra. It must be on the opposite side of the lyra than one’s chest/torso. 

7. With your right hand, grab your right knee and pull it down towards your chest, keeping the lyra bar 
between your knee and chest. Your knee should make contact with the lyra at this point. 

8. If your knee makes steady contact with the lyra, you can release your arms and torso to bend towards 
the ground. Weight is entirely on the hips of the lower bar, stabilized by the straightened left leg and 
bent right knee, both making STEADY contact with the lyr 

9. To come out. Grab the bar and pull your torso up. Release the right knee back down. And hand over 
hand, pull yourself back into a seated position  

Teaching/spotting 
1. Stand facing their back and lightly support them and guide them as they lower the back to and past the 

lyra. It can be helpful to guide them by the ribs as to the correct side to put their chest on. 
2. Once reclined, always help them by touching the knee that needs to bend and guiding it into place. This 

is necessary because smaller people or those with less flexible hips cannot completely get their bend 
leg to make contact with the lyra. If their knee can’t make it there to stabilize, they can’t safely release 
the arms and torso. 

3. Spot at the same place behind the back to help them climb back into seated position 

Tips 
1. They will often forget to keep their left leg straighten, remind them of this as it will help to safely stabilize 
2. If they can grab their bent knee, but can’t be stabilized by the knee alone, they can let go with their left 

hand, and keep their right hand pulling their knee in. This is a safe alternative to the full expression 

 

General Notes 
1. Students often get excited by being able to do a move that they forget to dismount safely. Always spot 

them coming out of a move and remind them to go slow and dismount properly. Dismounts should 
always happen off the back of the lyra by going to knee hang first. Jumping out the front is a bad habit, 



as the height of a rigged lyra changes every session. 
2. Clothing woes 

a. Dangling Jewelry that cannot be removed must be taped down with Band Aids or Athletic Tape. 

3 Lyra Graph 
The graph in this section shows progressions from the beginner-level moves we teach at beginner practices to 
the advanced-level moves commonly practiced within our club. The graph functions as a recommended path 
through our curriculum for beginners transitioning into open practice as well as a set of prerequisites for more 
difficult moves. If a new club member asks to learn a more challenging move, teachers should first assess their 
mastery of the moves listed as prerequisites here. Once the prerequisite moves are mastered, the more 
challenging move can be taught. A copy of this graph is also available in the Teacher Resources folder of the 
Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 

 

XII. Silks 

Standard Curriculum 
A. Terminology: 

1. aerial silks, aka tissu, aka fabrics 



2. poles/live: the silks above you 
3. tails/dead: the silks below you 

B. Unless otherwise noted or requested, teach all moves on the right side. 
1. Basic stand 

a. Let the silks fall on the inside of your thigh.  Wrap the silks around the bottom half of your 
leg - essentially, while keeping your thigh still, rotate the bottom part of your leg in a full 
circle. The silk will be falling down on the inside side of your foot. Reach up with both 
arms to grab the poles to steady yourself. Flex the wrapped foot and then stand up onto 
it with your other leg, making sure to sandwich the silks in between your feet. The friction 
and pressure there is all that’s keeping you in the stand - your arms are there for 
support, not to hold you up. 

2. Basic climb 
a. From basic stand, grip the poles tightly in your hands and point your wrapped foot to 

shake off the wrap. Then, re-wrap into a basic stand after sliding your leg up the silks - 
you are essentially doing basic stands over and over again. This is not a pull up - you’re 
using your legs to climb, not your arms. Again, your arms are there for support, not the 
heavy lifting. Slide down in basic stand, HAND OVER HAND. 

i. Why? It’s true that a lot of more advanced moves require using your arms and 
there is a lot of arm strength involved in silks overall. That’s why you shouldn’t be 
tiring yourself out on your climbs. 

3. Basic Footlock 
a. From basic stand, use your left foot to pull some slack up from the live. Bring the slack 

underneath and then over your foot, so you’ve stepped on to of the slack that you pulled. 
The silks should be going up the inside of your thigh. To get out, kick the slack off using 
your left foot near the live where you pulled slack initially. You will then be able to shake 
the wrap off - re-wrap into basic stand and slide down. 

i. You cannot let go of both hands while doing this or you will fall down. 
ii. Teach this from the ground first, then move on to doing it in the air for the second 

lesson. 
4. Stag & Gazelle 

a. Stag 
i. From basic foot lock, split the poles and bring your body through the middle. 

Bring your arms up above your head (bend them as much as you are 
comfortable, keeping in mind how low your hands are) and flip your grip on the 
silks. Lean forward into your outstretched arms and arch your back. To get out of 
it, pull yourself back up, go back out of the middle, and you’re in foot lock. 

A. The lower the arms, the more of a stretch it is on your back and the 
harder it is to pull back up. 

B. People often underestimate the pulling back up part - be ready to help 
them. 

b. Gazelle 
i. From basic footlock, split the pole and bring your body through the middle. Bring 

your arms to around your ribcage or waist - the lower your arms, the harder it is 
on your back. Arch your back and push your hips up so that you are leaning 
backwards. To get out of it, pull yourself back up, go back out of the middle, and 
you’re in foot lock. 

A. Arms around ribcage height 



i. Make sure arms are not too low!! Also spot their backs. 
Otherwise, people can flip over backwards because most of their 
mass is past the pivot of where their arms are holding the silks 

ii. Also, lower the arms are, harder it is to pull back up 
B. Try describing it as “arching backwards” and “pushing hips forwards” 

instead of leaning backwards so they don’t try to sit back into it 
5. Candy Cane 

a. From basic foot lock, split the silks through the middle and face a side (we’ll teach it from 
the right). Grab onto the right pole (which  you are facing) and lean out to the left side 
(the side that feels natural and is not blocked by the fact that the foot lock is on your right 
foot). Then, bring your left leg through the middle and across your body. Push the right 
pole down your right leg so it is around your ankle. Rotate your body through the rest of 
the way. Do this entire rotation one more time. To get out, bring your left leg through the 
middle back the way you came twice. Take yourself out from the middle, and take off the 
footlock. 

i. Always warn people not to try to undo the footlock or step down before they 
are entirely out of the wrap 

ii. Along the same lines, people should do this close to the ground so that if they 
do bail, they don’t have to be flexible for us to maneuver around their leg to get 
them out of the foot lock - we teach this move from the ground 

A. Also good since many people can’t pull themselves up on their own to roll 
through the silks - we want to be able to help them and be spotting their 
hips. This is almost impossible if they’re high up 

B. For this reason also, if everyone is very tired and do not feel confident 
they could finish the entire thing, teach them something else 

iii. Make sure they pushed the wrap down to their ankles. Otherwise, you can tell 
them how it might be bad for their knees. Also their knees will probably hurt 
anyways if they do this. 

iv. Similarly, make sure they don’t push the wrap past their ankles 
v. It might help some people to do 2.5 revolutions out of it, because a lot of 

beginners forget that they’ve split the silks and need to come out from the middle. 
b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSZszGVbvKQ 

6. Flamingo 
a. Start with a footlock only on one foot. Hold onto the right silk with one hand, and toss the 

other silk around your waist and grab it on the other side along with the right pole. Hold 
this tight with your left hand - at this point, if you are holding tight, you can let go with 
your right hand. Lean back a little bit and crotchet your left leg around the left pole. Then, 
pivot your hips up so that you’re standing and your leg is in an arabesque behind you. 
To get out of it, fan kick your left leg through the middle and all the wraps should fall off. 

b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnDTp691yvw 
7. Flamingo Sequence 

a. Starfish 
i. From flamingo, lean out to the left side and hold onto the right pole with your right 

hand. You should end up in a star position on an angle. To exit, fall into bat hang. 
b. Bat hang 

i. Fall to the left from starfish, and make sure that your left leg catches on the 
outside of the right silk. To exit, stand up and bring your left leg through the 
middle in a fan kick. All the wraps should fall off. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSZszGVbvKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnDTp691yvw


C. Alternatives (good if people can’t do something) 
1. Slip Knot 

a. How to tie a slip knot 
i. Gather the silks in your elbow. Catch the silks with the back of your hand and 

twist your hand upwards. Grab the silks on the top above the loop you’ve made 
and pull it through the loop. This knot is sturdy because it only gets tighter the 
more weight you put into it. The pull the knot off, simply pull on the tails beneath it 
- if it’s really tricky, separate the tails and tug them apart - that usually does the 
trick. 

b. Inverts 
i. Good since doesn’t require legs 

A. Can give legs a break, or good if people have bad knees/ankles/feet 
ii. Make sure to explain why knees should come up on outside of the silks 

(namely, otherwise there’s nothing holding you in). 
iii. Can show straight leg progression if you want 
iv. Challenge them to come out slow, controlled, at 90 degrees 

2. Russian climb 
a. Bring your foot to the outside of the silks. Use your other foot to scoop the silks over your 

right foot so that you’ve made a little loop that you’re standing on - the pressure between 
your feet is all that’s keeping you up. 

b. Many people find this much easier than basic but there is less stability so we teach basic 
first regardless 

c. Before people climb up too high, make sure they know how to get back down, i.e. 
they re-wrap into basic and slide down 

i. It’s easy to panic once you’re up there, and since this requires an actual 
changing of wraps, there will be a moment where they are just hanging by their 
arms 

ii. I like to make them do a single russian climb, then come down, then try climbing 
higher if they want 

D. Intermediates (require solid basics) 
1. Double ankle hang 

a. From a basic stand, wrap both feet around in a clockwise motion. From there, you can 
lower yourself slowly down. To get back up, use the tail to climb up, grab the poles, bring 
your feet to your butt, and sit up. From there you can stand and shake the wraps off. 

2. Double foot lock w/ dancer wraps  
a. Difficult to hold self up, but people can double wrap arms if need be 
b. Split the silks in the middle and hold one in each hand (best if you hold yourself up while 

bending your arms). Wrap like basic stand on each leg twice (some people do one at a 
time, egg beater style, while some people do both at once). Then, step up onto them 
backwards - do not point your feet while in this position because you run the risk of 
shaking them off if you’re not careful. 

3. Crossback straddle 
a. X 

i. One arm between and through the silks, then around the back to grab opposite. 
Other arm between and through, and then just grab opposite. 

ii. Bringing the legs together can help get shoulders above the X 
b. Before inverting, make sure X is above their butt. Otherwise, you can fall out of 

crossback and into your ankles!! Most likely they don’t have the height for this, and we 

https://youtu.be/Nnb3uU7DL7Q?t=2m14s
https://youtu.be/Nnb3uU7DL7Q?t=2m14s


don’t want people doing this even intentionally since drops to ankles should really be 
done on high stretch fabrics, which our club doesn’t use. 

i. Straddling wide can help get the X above their butt 
4. Crochet crossback 

a. Invert in the middle of the silks. Crotchet both legs, one on each silk. Then kind of do a 
sit up/crunch up to get the tails crossed behind your back. To get out, make sure you 
hold onto the tails and bring your legs down. You’ll be able to take your arms out through 
the middle and then re-wrap into basic stand (or whatever else). 

b. Good segue to drops later on, and getting out of it kind of looks like a drop on it’s own so 
it feels good 

c. Make sure that when people come up and out of it, their hands are wide. You can 
demonstrate what happens if hands are close and pass through the middle of the silks 
(namely, the silks do not catch in your armpits and you fall straight through, nothing is 
holding you).  

E. Clothing woes 
1. Dangling Jewelry that cannot be removed must be taped down with Band Aids or Athletic Tape. 

F. Resources 
G.Aerial ABCs 

1. Good set of videos that break down some of the basic movements 
2. Straddle Ups (great explanation of what a full straddle up progression looks like) 
3. Shoulder alignment (shoulders always important!) 
4. Footlock (nice to review) 
5. L-sit (aka climbing pretty) 

H.Silks Graph 
The graph in this section shows progressions from the beginner-level moves we teach at beginner practices to 
the advanced-level moves commonly practiced within our club. The graph functions as a recommended path 
through our curriculum for beginners transitioning into open practice as well as a set of prerequisites for more 
difficult moves. If a new club member asks to learn a more challenging move, teachers should first assess their 
mastery of the moves listed as prerequisites here. Once the prerequisite moves are mastered, the more 
challenging move can be taught. A copy of this graph is also available in the Teacher Resources folder of the 
Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxAoRAFnWKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNI-mBOHtL4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=di0tyKetQEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVlk0U_I8bI


 

XIII. Trapeze 
This section lists the beginner to early intermediate trapeze moves taught at beginner practices by Brown 
Aerial and Acrobatics. It offers basic step by step instructional cues to give students as well as information on 
spotting. This section is organized by lesson. Within each lesson are the moves taught, and for each move 
specific spotting tips and notes related to said move. At the bottom are general notes and guidelines. 

Lesson 1: Knee hang to Sitting to Koala, Gazelle, Bird’s Nest 
A. Knee Hang to Sitting Koala 

1. When getting on the trapeze 
2. Put hands on trapeze bar at shoulders width apart 
3. Keep thumbs wrapped around the bar (this makes it easier to grip the bar)  
4. Keep body directly under trapeze to prevent from swinging  

B. Getting into Knee Hang  
1. There are two options: Invert your body and hook your knees on the bar OR try to just get one 

foot to the bar 
2. Once once foot is on the bar, place other foot on the bar and hook your knees on the bar 
3. From here, if you feel comfortable, you can remove your hands from the bar, while trying to 

press your toes towards the ground  



Spotting tips 
a. When getting into knee hang, have one hand supporting the person’s lower back to help 

them into the position 
b. Once in knee hang, place arm over the bottom portion of their legs, this will keep them 

safe from straightening their legs 
c. Always check in on their grip strength, and if needed place a hand over the person’s 

hand to help their grip  
4. If there is trouble in getting into knee hang, you can help to lift their body or leg to the bar as 

needed  
C. Moving from Knee Hang to Sitting 

1. Place hands back on the bar  
2. Place each hand on each of the ropes, one at a time  
3. From here, walk your hands up the ropes about 5 paces  
4. Now, you can straighten one leg and push this straightened leg down so it acts as a lever to 

push yourself into a sitting position  

Spotting tips/Notes 
a. Support the person’s back and hold the bar to keep it stable 

D. Sitting to Koala 
1. Pick one side of the trapeze and scoot towards that rope 
2. Take your arm that is holding onto the rope of the side you scooted towards and bring it out in 

front of the rope and re grab the rope  
3. From here, reposition your body so the bar is in between your butt and the rope is traveling up 

along your spine  
4. Next take your outside leg and bring it up and over your inside leg so it is on the other side of 

the trapeze and your legs are crossing  
5. Hook your neck on one side of the rope and if you feel comfortable let go with your hands  

Getting out 
a. Place hands back on the ropes 
b. Uncross legs 
c. Shift body back to middle of trapeze bar 
d. Walk hands down ropes 
e. Drop your butt down and place hands on bar (with thumbs wrapped around the bar!) 

Take legs off bar and drop down  

Spotting tips/Notes 
a. Keep bar held and stable 
b. Make sure the person is rotated enough so the rope is along their spine 
c. Have hands on either side of person to support them if they tend to lean to one side or 

the other  
d. When coming back down, make sure to support the person’s upper back and direct their 

legs so they fall in front of their body to prevent them from skinning the cat  



E. Gazelle 
1. First, follow steps above to get into sitting 
2. Next, like in koala, pick one side of the trapeze and scoot towards it 
3. This time, reposition your body again so the bar is in between your butt and the rope is along 

your back, but do NOT move your arm to the front of the rope 
4. Straighten your inside leg with your knee pressed against the rope 
5. Bring the arm which is holding onto the rope furthest from you (aka the side you did not scoot 

towards) to the other rope so both hands are holding onto the same rope 
6. Leaning back into gazelle 
7. As you lean back, bend the knee of your top leg so your thigh moves towards your chest 
8. Grab the top of your knee/shin with the arm that was originally on the rope (so if you moved 

towards the right side, you would bend your right leg and hold your leg with your right arm) 
a. Use your arm to pull your leg to the direction of your chest  

9. As you lean back, the rope should be in between your inner thigh and your lower stomach  
10. If you feel comfortable, let go with the hand not holding onto your leg 
11. If you feel comfortable, let go with the hand holding onto your leg 

Getting back down 
a. Place hands back on ropes 
b. Do same as above in sitting koala 

Spotting tips/Notes 
a. As the lean back into gazelle, support their upper back  Make sure they are rotated 

enough on the bar so they are over the middle of the bar as much as possible 
b. Make sure their bottom leg is straight  
c. Make sure their bent leg is on the correct side of the rope (the side opposite of where 

their upper body is on) 
d. Emphasize that if they are not comfortable, they can sit back up and not remove their 

hands  
F. Bird’s Nest 

1. Begin by getting into knee hang, as described aboKeep hands on the bar  Spread legs out so 
the front of each foot/ankle is hooked onto each rope 

2. Push your hips through so your stomach is facing the floor 
3. This will take the hooked knees off the bar so the person is holding on by their hooked feet and 

hands 

Getting out 
a. Bring hips back to original position 
b. Hook knees back onto bar 
c. Come down from knee hang as described above 

Spotting tips/notes 
a. This move is much more intense on grip, say this and ask people how their grip strength 

is feeling, keep your hand over their hand to help with their grip  



b. Demonstrate and explain how the placement of feet changes pressure on your back, if 
feet are placed lower on the ropes, it will require your body to arch more so tell people 
that they can place their feet higher on the ropes to relieve stress from their back  

c. When in birds nest, keep your arm under their chest and on their hand  Once they rotate 
back, keep your arm under their upper back 

Lesson 2: Mermaid and Angel/Reverse Angel, Pull Over to Jellyfish to 
Hip Balance to Catcher’s Hang, Seatbelt or Coffin 
Mermaid and Angel/Reverse Angel 

A. Mermaid 
1. Start from knee hang, as described above 
2. Pick your stronger hand and flip its grip on the bar 
3. Take both feet and hook them on the rope OPPOSITE of the side of your flipped hand (for 

example: hook feet on left rope if your right hand has the flipped grip)  Let go of the hand in the 
non-flipped grip 

4. Push your hips out (this will straighten your body) and your arm not on the bar can hang down 

Getting out 
a. Place hand back on bar 
b. Position legs back into knee hang 
c. Switch the grip back 
d. Come down from knee hang as described above 

Spotting tips/Notes 
a. This is more intense on grip strength, check in with everyone and place hand over their 

hand to help with grip 
b. Make sure the feet are hooked (flexed) on the rope  
c. If they have trouble understanding how to move their body, have the second spotter 

stand facing them and direct them to push their hips towards the second spotter  
d. Spot under their chest  
e. If a person has trouble getting back to knee hang, provide support on back to lift them 

B. Angel/Reverse Angel 
1. From Mermaid, drop the top leg 
2. Point the foot of the this leg and point the leg down towards the ground 
3. For reverse Angel, take this top leg and bring it through to behind your body 
4. This will have the top leg on the other side of the trapeze  Point foot and straighten leg  

Getting out 
a. Bring leg back to the front  Bring hand back to the bar  Hook top and then bottom knee  
b. Get out as described from mermaid  



Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. Emphasize that they can stop at any stage of this sequence (aka do not need to do 

reverse angel) and to check in with how their grip is feeling 
b. Keep hand over their hand to help with grip 
c. Keep bar steady 
d. Place arm under their chest when in angel, and under back when in reverse angel  

Pullover to Jellyfish, to Hip Balance, to Catcher’s Hang  
C. Pullover to Jellyfish 

1. The goal of the pullover is to get your hips up and over the bar 
2. Just like in knee hang, if you cannot pull yourself up over the bar, the goal is to first get one foot 

on the ropes 
3. Start with hand on the bar, and lift/kick one foot so it is hooked on the rope  
4. From here, place your other foot on the other rope, and walk your legs up the ropes a little bit 
5. Once they are high enough, bring your legs over the bar so they are facing towards the ground 

a. This will have people resting on the bar on the front of their hips 
b. If you are comfortable, you can let go of your hands and hang in this position, this is 

Jellyfish! 

Getting Down 
c. Place hands back on bar Roll forward so feet come back to ground  
d. Spotting Tips/Notes 
e. If they are strong enough to do the pull over, spot their upper back as they go up 
f. If they need further assistance you can: 

i. Bend down on one knee so they can step on your knee with one foot to propel 
the other leg to the rope 

ii. Help lift their foot if it is close to the rope  
iii. Support their lower back to push them up and over the bar 

g. Once in the pulled over position, place your hand behind the backs of their legs to 
prevent their legs from going back over  

h. Keep the bar steady  
i. As they come down, support their back and tell them to move as slowly as possible, this 

will help with control 
D. Hip Balance 

1. From jelly fish, place hands back onto the bar 
2. Push chest up so you are facing forward instead of the ground 

a. This brings you into a front support 
3. Adjust body so you are resting right above your hips bones on the bar  
4. If you feel comfortable, let go with your hands and balance on the bar! 

Getting Down 
a. Place hands back on bar 
b. Lean chest forward to get back to a position where you are folded over the bar  
c. Roll feet down to the ground 



Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. Can help to push them up by placing hands on shoulders 
b. Ensure they remain leaning forward enough so they don’t slip off the bar backwards 
c. Check in with how they are doing to see if it safer to stop at front support or go through 

to hip balance. 
E. To Catcher’s Hang 

1. Pullover and move into a front support as described above 
2. Spread legs apart 
3. As you lean forward, spread legs widely apart so each leg can hook onto each rope 
4. When each leg touches each rope, bend knee so legs will hook onto the ropes securely 
5. Lean forward until your upper body is completely upside down 
6. If you feel comfortable, let go, this is catcher’s hang! 

Getting out 
a. Place hands back on bar 
b. Unwrap legs from ropes and roll forward back to the ground, focusing on moving slowly 

and with as much control as possible 

Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. Ensure the person spreads their legs apart, help to guide their legs and bend their knees 

over the rope if needed  
b. Keep bar steady and help to control their dismount by supporting their legs and lower 

back 
c. Fun fact: Can let them know this move is called catcher’s hang because this is the 

position people will go to on the flying trapeze when they catch people in tricks!  
F. Seatbelt 

1. First, move into pullover and front support as described above 
2. Pick one arm place it on the nearest rope 
3. Next, take the other hand and move it so it is crossed over in front of their body where the 

previous hand was on the bar (this looks like a seatbelt!) 
4. Lean chest forward in towards the side of the trapeze where you are holding onto the rope  
5. As you lean forward position your legs so they press against the opposite rope  As you continue 

to lean forward, rotate your body 180 degrees.  
6. Once your body has rotated 180 degrees let go of the rope and continue to rotate another 180 

degrees. 

Getting out 
a. From here, get out of the move just as you would get out of mermaid, as described 

above. 

Spotting Tips/Notes 
b. Sometimes people will have difficulty getting their feet to the opposite rope so be 

prepared to guide their legs  



c. In general this move can be confusing while doing it so keep track of their rotation and 
verbally remind them of the next steps 

d. Check in with how their grip strength is feeling and place a hand over their hand that is 
on the bar 

e. Spot by their chest/upper back area and hold the bar steady 
f. Fun fact: After completing seatbelt your are in mermaid and can go into angel/reverse 

angel!  
g. Share that transition moves, like seatbelt, are just as important as moves like gazelle 

because when you create a routine you not only need to think of moves you can do, but 
also ways to gracefully get in and out of moves. 

G. Coffin 
1. Move into sitting position as described in lesson 1 (see”Knee Hang to Sitting Koala”) 
2. Scoot to one side of the trapeze and turn body sideways like in Koala and Gazelle 
3. Take both hands and place them on the rope above your head 
4. Shift your body down slightly so you are resting your back on the trapeze bar rather than your 

butt. As you do this, place one foot and then the other on the rope 
5. Shift feet up the rope slightly so they are roughly parallel with your hands  
6. If you feel comfortable, position your neck on one side of the rope and straighten your legs, this 

will lift your body from the bar, into the coffin position!  
7. If you feel balanced, let go of one arm, and then the other  

Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. Encourage them to move slowly 
b. Remind them it is not necessary to let go of the ropes 
c. People can hook their toes on the rope if this makes them feel more secure 
d. Keep the bar steady and keep arms on either side of person 
e. To help them get into the coffin position, instruct them to straighten their legs and keep 

their butt tight 
f. Monitor their balance and tell them to keep their arms on the ropes accordingly 

Lesson 3: Standing to Hanglider, Swan Roll, Ankle hang and Bat Hang 
H. Standing to Hanglider 

Getting to Standing 
a. Now that we’ve learned to sit and pull over onto the bar, we will learn how to stand on 

the bar!  
b. In order to do this, move to sitting position as described in lesson 1 
c. From here, straighten your arms to lean back slightly, and move one leg to place your 

foot on the bar  
d. Lean back forward, where now you should have one leg bent on the bar and on sitting 

on the bar 
e. From here, place each arm slightly higher on the ropes 
f. Move your second foot so it is also on the bar  
g. Slowly walk your hands up the ropes and straighten your legs  



Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. Support back when they lean back to move their foot 
b. Hold onto the trapeze bar 
c. Move SLOWLY 

1. The height of this skill makes it more difficult to assist their body. As a result, 
moving gradually step by step is required. Verbally reminding them to bend their 
knees and communicate if they are experiencing any fatigue or issues will help 
them perform the skill safely and successfully 

I. Hang Glider 
1. Once you are standing up on the trapeze wrap your left leg in front and around the left rope and 

place your foot back on the bar  
2. Do the same with the right foot on the right rope (or whichever foot is left)  
3. Make sure to straighten your legs out, the trapeze should bend around you, not the other way 

around!  
4. To get into hanglider, slowly walk your hands down the ropes  
5. As you do this, slowly bend your knees, dropping your but towards the ground 
6. Remember to keep your feet flat on the bar  
7. Once your knees are fully bent, bring your arms further down and begin to drop your chest so 

that you slowly position your upper body to be upside down 
8. If you feel comfortable, let go with your hands, you are a hang glider!  

Getting out 
a. Curly your chest back up slightly to grab a hold of the ropes 
b. Walk your hands back up the ropes and as you do slowly straighten your legs  Unwrap 

one leg at a time and come back to standing  
c. Slowly bend your legs and walk your hands down the ropes 
d. Place one leg at a time back on the bar to get to sitting  
e. Get down from sitting as described in lesson 1 

Spotting Tips/Notes 
f. Hold the bar steady, especially as they begin to move down into hanglider because the 

bar may tend to move forward  
g. Make sure they straighten their legs when they wrap around the ropes 
h. Make sure legs are wrapped around in front of the ropes and not behind them  
i. Remind them to keep their feet flat on the bar and bend their knees as they drop down  
j. Move SLOWLY, the hang glider move is very secure but the height of this skill makes it 

more difficult to assist their body. As a result, moving gradually step by step is 
necessary. Verbally reminding them to bend their knees and communicate if they are 
experiencing any fatigue or issues will help them execute the skill safely and 
successfully 

J. Swan Roll 
1. Get into knee hang, as described in lesson 1 
2. Unhook one leg from the knee hang and straighten it in front of the bar 
3. Let go of one hand (the same as whichever leg you took off) and bring it in front of the bar so 

the bar is resting in the elbow pit of the arm and wrap the arm around the rope  Repeat for the 



other arm  
4. Bring the straightened leg up, then down, then up to act as a lever to kick yourself around the 

bar 
a. Note: kick up and down a few times to get used to the motion before kicking body 

around if necessary  
5. Kick straight leg up and over the bar to roll body so you end up sitting on the bar with one leg 
6. Note: This roll will unwind the arms from the ropes so they are ultimately gripping in front of the 

ropes 

Getting out 
a. Reposition arms to hold behind the ropes  
b. Bring second leg back to the bar  
c. Get down from sitting position as described in lesson 1  

Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. The position before the roll, of having your arms wrapped around the ropes, can be both 

painful and confusing. To minimize this before trying the skill, bring an additional matt 
under the trapeze so they can try wrapping their arms around the rope and get used to 
the position before executing it in the knee hang.  

b. To get into the wrapped position, help lift or spot their upper back, and ensure their 
elbow pit is pressed against the bar  

c. People may need assistance either getting around, or controlling their speed 
d. To help people get around, you can help to push their leg, and then support their 

chest/shoulders to help them finish the roll  
e. Move your arms from their chest to their back as they execute the roll, this will help you 

to keep them from rolling too far 
K. Ankle Hang 

1. This move can be done from sitting or a knee hang 
2. From knee hang: 

a. Move to knee hang, as described in lesson 1 
b. Move each foot to each rope, and hook your feet on the ropes by flexing your feet 
c. Let go with your hands and keep feet flexed 

3. From sitting 
4. Move to sitting, as described in lesson 1 
5. Lean your butt back, as you lean back split feet so they each hook on their respective ropes 
6. If you feel comfortable, lower your upper body and let go with your hands 

Spotting Tips/Notes 
a. This move is very painful, let them know to expect some discomfort but emphasize the 

importance of keeping their feet flexed against the ropes 
b. Move through the move slowly  
c. In general, teach from knee hang to eliminate excess motion  
d. Hold onto the bar and support their upper back as it comes down  
e. If they feel like the are going to slip, help them back up to grab onto the bar. 
f. Supporting their upper back will also help to make sure that if they slip they will fall onto 

their butt rather than their head 



L. Bat Hang 
1. Stand on one side of the trapeze and place your hands one in front of the other, so you are 

holding onto the bar with your hands facing each other 
M.General Notes 

The above lesson plan provides guidelines for what to teach for beginners’ first, second, and third visits. 
This being said, evaluating the skill level, grip strength, and general muscle fatigue takes precedence when 
determining what to teach. Each lesson has several moves, that could all be taught depending on how large 
the group is. Instructors should teach skills that are the most easy to spot before moving onto more advanced 
moves, that are either higher in the air or are more taxing on grip strength. In addition, practicing moves 
beginners may already have seen, while focusing on moving with more control, and pointed toes, is a great 
way to build strength. Regardless of what skill is being taught, always emphasize the importance of 
communicating what your student is struggling with or confused about. The instructor should be proactive 
about checking in with students, and offer to demonstrate a skill again or more slowly to better explain what is 
expected in each skill. Taking measures to better understand where the beginners are with their skills will 
create a safer space for beginners to learn trapeze! 

N.Trapeze Graph 
The graph in this section shows progressions from the beginner-level moves we teach at beginner practices to 
the advanced-level moves commonly practiced within our club. The graph functions as a recommended path 
through our curriculum for beginners transitioning into open practice as well as a set of prerequisites for more 
difficult moves. If a new club member asks to learn a more challenging move, teachers should first assess their 
mastery of the moves listed as prerequisites here. Once the prerequisite moves are mastered, the more 
challenging move can be taught. A copy of this graph is also available in the Teacher Resources folder of the 
Brown Aerial and Acrobatics Google Drive. 



 


